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Seen&Heard
-Around
Muiray
By James C

Williams

Thank goodness the grass is
slowing down in its greedh, Leis
not growing as fast as it was,
just sending up shoots with
seeds on them in a last
desparate effort to propagate
itself.
The Sweet Gum tree is blood
red, and the Black Gum are too
Now,here is something we've
run before, but it is still good
advice. This is a prayer for
people over fifty years of age.
"Lord, Thou knowest better
than I know myself that I am
growing older and will someday
be old.

**L

"Keep me from the fatal habit
of thinking I must say
something on every subject and
on every occasion.
"Release me from -alien* to
out
straighten
try
to
everybody's affairs.
"Make me thoughtful but not
moody; helpful but no bossy.
"With my vast store of
wisdom, it seems a pity not to
use it at all-but Tho knowest,
Lord, that I wants few friends
at the end.
"Keep my mind free from the
recital of endless detsils-give
me wings to get to the point.
"Seal my lips on my aches
and pains. They are increasing
ane love of rehearing them is
becoming sweeter as the years
go by.
"I dare not ask for grace
enough to enjoy the tales of
others, but help me to endure
them with patience.
"I dare not ask for improved
memory but a growing humility
and a lessening cocksureness
when my Memory seewas to
clash with the memory of
others. Teach me the glorious
lesson that occasionally I may
be mistaken.
"Keep me reasonably sweet.
--1
‘I do not want to be a saint-some
of them are so hard to live with. •.Z but a sour old person is one of
the crowning works of the devil.
''Give me the ability to see
good things in unexpected
places and talents in unexpected people. Give me the
grace to tell them so."
We wish we knew who wrote
the original but we just do not
know
We notice that some folks
have some fine specimen plants
of red Cockscomb. That's the
tall plant with the big ruffled
head that is very red. There are
some yellow ones too, but we
like the red ones better.
A tourist has been described
as a fellow who travels hundreds of miles to get a picture of
himself standing by his
automobile.

Dr. James Thompson Is
Elected To Head Club
Dr. James T. Thompson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson
of Hazel Route Two, has been
elected president.AiL_Lbil.
Bloomington-Normal Ag Club,
Bloomington-Normal Ill.
This club is composed of
outstanding farmers, bankers,
and business men who have
dealings with the field of
agriculture.
Dr.'Thompson is a professor
at the Illinois State University.
Other officers are Sam Foster
of Crow's Hybrid Corn Company, vice-president,and Marty
Thornton of People's Bank ,
Bloomington, secretarytreasurer.

WEATIIER
FORECAST'
Tonight a chance of a shower
during the evening, clearing
late tonight and much cooler.
Low in the low and mid 50s.
Flay partly cloudy and much
(*polar, high in the low 70E.
Mostly fair Saturday tliough
.Monday with a slight warming
trend. Highs Saturday near 70,
warming to the upper 70s by
Monday. Lows in the upper 40s
Saturday and Sunday, and in
the low 50s Monday
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Sens. Edmund S. Muskie of
Maine, Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota and Henry M. Jackson of Washington were candidates in the Democratic primary.
,Segretti has admitted tbat
one of his pranks was preparing a letter on Muskie campaign stationery that accused

_

Jackson and Humphrey of sexual misconduct.
Kelly testified that a man
identifying himself as Donald
Simmons—actually Segretti—
enlisted him two years ago to
engage in dirty political tricks.

The following staff appointments to the Murray plant
of Fisher-Price Toys were
announced today by Royal C.
Kant, plant manager:
"My participation in them
George E. Lovell, of Calvert
activities was on my own vol- City, has been
named personnel
ition," Kelly said.
manager. A graduate of the
University of Louisville, Mr.
Lovell worked previously for
Airco Alloys in Niagara Falls,
N.Y., as assistant director of
industrial relations.
Haskel G. Knight, a resident
of Murray, has been named
manager of quality control.

WASHINGTON(AP)— Farm
and food product prices fell a
record 6 per cent last month to
lead the biggest decline in overall wholesale prices in 25 years,
the government reported today.
The big drop in wholesale
food prices, expected to start
showing up on supermarket
shelves in coming weeks, indicates this year's great food
price rise may be slowing
down.
The Labor Depai tincitt's
Wholesale Priee Index showed
the over-all decline in wholesale prices during September
was 1.8 per cent on an unadjusted basis and 1.5 per cent
when adjusted for seasonal
variations.
The over-all decline last
month was the most in any
month since a 1.9 per cent drop
in February 1948. Seasonally
adjusted, it matched the February 1948 figure.

The sharp decline in farm
products reflected lower prices
for livestock and corn, fresh
and dried vegetables, live
poultry and ejggs. Raw cotton
and milk prima increased, however.
•Septiinber's drop in what
*
sale prices followed the biggest,
one-month rise in 27 years, a
leap of 5.8 per cent from July
to August, the period during
which President Nixon lifted
the midsummer food Mee
freeze.
Despite the September drop,
however, wholesale prices were
still 16.6 per cent above a year'
ago.
Farm products, after leaping
a record 23.1 per cent in August, fell 6 per cent in SeptemGerald L. Kelly, Jr.
ber, the sharpest one-month
Manufacturing Services Mgr
drop since February 1548.
Prices of processed foods and
feeds also fell 6 per cent last
month.
'•••-*.***911111111111111Menswom11111111111111m11.01111111111111111.10,

Beef Prices Dropping,
But Gasoline Higher
By DUDLEY LEHEW
Associated Press Writer
Beef prices are dropping.
But before you hop in the car
and head for the supermarket,
ponder this: The drive to the
store may cost you more.
As Director John T. Dunlop
sees it, his Cost of Living Council is committed to granting
new retail gasoline price hikes
"in due course."
Dunlop, at his regular news
briefing on Wednesday, said re-

Diu-y M. taseller
math teacher at New Concord
High School, one year as
principal and math teacher at
Golden Pond, and three years
as principal and math teacher
in Williamstown.
He earned the B.S. degree at
Murray State and the M.A. in
Ed. degree at the University of
Kentucky.
Lassiter, who holds membership in a number of
professional organizations, now
lives at 4024 Brownlee Road in
Louisville. His late wife was the
former Dorothy Kennerly of
Muhlenberg County;
The former Calloway . man
has two sons, Riley of Jeffersontown and Ed of Los
Angeles, Calif He is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Gardie
Lassiter -of New CinKt,..il. His
sister, Mrs. Laura Jennings,
Murray, also a retired school
teacher,- will attend the
dedication on Tuesday in
Louisville.

tail hikes to reflect new wholesale-level increases will be
approved. He gave no
timetable.
But he said he was opposed
to demands of gasoline retailers that they be allowed to
pass their higher costs along
automatically to the motorist.
About the same time Dunlop
spoke in Washington, the president of the American Cattlemen's Association told newsmen in New Yrk that some
beef cuts would drop by as
much as 30 per cent in the next
few weeks.
John R. Trotman, an Alabama rancher, said prices paid
for live cattle had dropped
from a high of 56 cents per
pound in August to 40 cents per
pound last week.
He said retail prices should
reflect the change shortly.
"The news we bring is good
news," Trotrnan said. "Beef
prices already are down and
we expect them to go even lower. Beef is a bargain again"
l'rotman also said, however,
that because of the recent beef
price freeze, fewer cattle than
usual were put in feedlots in
August and this would mean
lower supplies starting in December
In other economic deveiopments Wednesday:
—A government attorney in
San Francisco said the Justice
Department is probing possible
antitrust violations in organized
gasoline station closings staged
to protest gasoline controls,
Northern 'California dealers
staged a three-day shutdowit
last month. Nevada dealers
have agreed to close for this
weekend.
—The Circuit Court of Appeals in Washington blocked a
Federal Power Commission
regulation that would have permitted natural gas prices to be
unlimited for six-month periods. Commission policy to meet'
emergency shortage conditions
has been to allow unlimited
prices for limited periods. Four
[croups charged that the commission abandoned its responsibility to regulate interstate
prices.
—And Washington lawmakers
wandering into the Senate restaurant foundthat a cup of coffee had jumped from 15 to 28
cents. And a hamburger platter
went from $1 to $1.25.
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Fisher-Price Staff.
nnounced By Kain

Farm, Food Prices Fall
6 Per Cent Last Month

School To Be Named
After County Native
Oury M. Lassiter, a native of
Calloway County who retired
from his position as assistant
superintendent of instruction in
the Jefferson County school
system last Dec. 31, will have a
new middle school officially
christened in Ids honor
Tuesday, Oct. 9.
To be named the O.M.
Lassiter Middle School, the new
facility at 8200 Candleworth
Drive, Louisville, will be
dedicated In a program to begin
at 8 p.m., preceded by an open
house from 6:30 to 7:45 p.m.
Built to accommodate up to
NO pupils, the structure includes 99,600 square feet and
cost a total of 2,374,767. It has a
faculty of 38, along with two
counselors and a new principal,
Edward Sullivan, who will
officially accept the building.
Lassiter, who was one of 202
students recently recognized as
the first to attend Murray State
Normal School on Sept. 24, 1923,
had spent more than 29 years in
the Jefferson County system
before his retirement. His total
number of years in Kentucky
public schools was 45.
During his tenure with the
Jefferson County schools,
Lassiter had also served as an
assistant principal and principal of Valley High School, as
principal of gem Creek High
Scjmaj end as director of
supervision and curriculum for
the system.
His prior experience included
three Aears as a math and
three years as a-match and science teacher at Graham High
eight years as principal and

-
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Young Republitaii-Testifies
Against Segretti At Hearings

Kelly said he regretted the
"political and personal damage
incurred by the senators, their
families and staff members ....
as a result of my activities:"

I"
.
16

In Our 94th Year

WASHINGTON i AP — A
Florida Young Republican told
the Senate Watergate committee today that political saboteur Donald H. Segretti hired
him to sow "confusion, disruption and malcontent among
Democratic presidential candidates."
'The committee bumped off
live network television for the
first tine, heard Martin
Douglas elly, 24, testify how
he jo
Segretti in "negative
campaigning" during the 1972
Democratic
presidential
primary in Florida.
Segretti testified Wednesday
about his political pranks and
sabotage. Robert M. Benz, 25,
of Tampa, another associate of
Segretti, was scheduled to appear before the panel later today.
Kelly, who said he had been
heavily involved in Florida
Young Republican, activities
across the state, ,Iold senators
he was initially paid a modest
salary by Segretti.
He said in a prepared statement that the salary was to
have been increased to $700 a
month for activities planned to
take place just before, during
and after the Democratic National Convention in Miami
Beach.
But he said the discovery of
the Watergate break-in in
Washington and the investigations that followed prevented a
planned campaign of provocation.
-"What political future I may
have had has been virtually
wiped out by what I did and
what I was involved in," he
said.
"Those who live by the sword
die by the sword," Kelly said.
"And I feel that these hearings
can serve no better function
than to exemplify the necessity
of keeping our political system
free of the things that can
make politics corrupt and eventually ineffective."
Both Kelly and Benz have
been granted immunity from
prosecution for any testimony
they give that may incriminate
them.

_TWQ SECTIONS TODAY
Teday's Ledger & Times
contains a regular I4-page
section of the newspaper plus an
8-page tabloid section for
Begley's.

.0

Mr. Knight is a graduate of
Middle Tennessee College,
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
worked previously, for the
Carrier Co. in McMinnville,
Tenn.
Edward P. Powderly, a
resident of Murray, has been
named materials manager. Mr.
Powderly worked previously in
the East
Aurora plant of
Fisher-Price Toys. A graduate
of the State University of New
York at Buffalo, he also has
worked for Price-Waterhouse,
Rochester, N.Y.

Robert H. LePosa, a resident
of Murray, has been named
administrative manager
Previous experience includes
work at the Medina(N.Y.) plant
of Fisher-Price amilhi
Sylvania division in Buffalo.
Arthur F. Gunson, a resident
of Murray, has been named
production manager. Mr
Gunson formerly worked at the
East Aurora plant of FisherPrice and is a 10-year veteran of
the company.
Larry F. Leslie, a resident of
Murray, has been named

-*

Robert H. LePosa
Administrative Manager

Art Gunson
Production Manager

manager of facilities services.
Mr. Leslie worked previously
for Ingersoll-Rand in Mayfield,
Ky., as manager of manufacturing engineering. He attended
Murray State University and
the University of Louisville.
Gerald L. Kelly Jr., has been
named manager of manufacturing services. A resident of
Murray, Mr. Kelly, is a 16-year
veteran of Fisher-Price.
Fisher-Price hopes to occupy
the plant offices by midOctober,
with
tentative
production start-up slated for
the end of the month. The initial
employee group will total approximately 125.
"We've been extremely
gratified by the cooperation
shown to us since the day we
broke ground," Mr. Kain said.
"Murray residents and business
and civic leaders have given us
a welcome that has helped
tremendously."
The Murray plant is the
largest facility Fisher-Price has
constructed under one roof500,000 sq. ft. The company
operates other plants in the
Western New York communities 'of East Aurora,
Holland and Medina, With
terests in the United Kingdom,
Belgium and The Netherlands.
The world's largest producer of
preschool toys, Fisher-Price
employs over 4,800.
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George E. Lovell
Personnel Manager

New Calley
Appeal To
Be Heard
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's highest military court
hears a fresh appeal today
from Lt. William L. Galley Jr.,
who claims there was no malice in his mind during the My
Lai massacre.
Calley's appeal goes to the
U.S. Court of Military Appeals,
composed of three civilian
judges who usually uphold the
decisions of lower military
courts.
Calley's lawyers argue in
written briefs that their 29year-old client was told all
Vietnamese were potential
enemies before his infantry platoon swept through the South
Vietnamese village of My Lai
March 16, 1968.
Unable to distinguish between
friend and foe and ordered to
kill civilians, argue Calley's
lawyers, the then 24-year-old
second lieutenant was incapable of malicious intent.
They say without malice Calley's murder conviction can't
stand up, and he is at most
guilty of manslaughter.
In his court-martial over two
years ago, Calley was sentenced to life imprisonment for
the murder of at least 22 Vietnamese civilians and the assault on a Vietnamese child
with intent to murder.
His sentence was reduced to
20 years and, by order of President_Rixon, he has been held
under house arrest at his apartmentIn Pt. Henning, Ga.
A neighbor reported Wednesday that Daley continues to
live quietly, tending to his flower garden behind his brick
apartment building

•
Larry F. Leslie
Facilities Service Mgr.

Haskel G. Knight
Quality Control Mgr.

Ed Pawkily
Materials Manager

Local Club To Agnew Lawyers To
Sponsor Sale
Mrs.
Betty
Riley,
president of the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club, has announced a
fund-raising project to begin
here on Monday, October 8.
The members will be selling a
compact type fire extinguisher,
much smaller than the conventional type and easy to
operate, Mrs. Riley said.
Mrs. Riley said the aerosol
type extinguisher is effective
against all small fires and
urged the public to buy several
to use in the home, car office,
boat, camper, workshop, etc.
The club president and the
club project chairman, Mrs.
Frances Shea, said the sale will
start Monday to coincide with
the observance of National Fire
Prevention Week, October 1713.
Mrs. Riley and Mrs. Shea said
proceeds from the sale of the
fire extinguishers will go
toward service projects which
the club sponsors, one of which
is a scholarship for a high
school girl.
Persons interested in purchasing one of the extinguishers
may call Mrs. Shea at the
Calloway County Court House,
Mrs Riley, or any member of
the B & PW Club.

Power Out In Section
Of City On Wednesday
The cause of a power outage
which affected the. northeast
section of the city Wednesday
afternoen was not determined
according to an official of the
Murray Electric System.
The official said that the
problem cleared itself up, after
kicking off a circuit breaker at
about 2:15. The power was out
for about 25 minutes.

Search For Leaks

BALTIMORE (AP) — The
grand jury investigating Spiro
T. Agnew resumed its inquiry
today while lawyers for the
vice president returned to their
work with unprecedented subpoena power to search for news
leaks in the case.
The grand jury session, like
those that preceded it, was held
under the strictest of security
restrictions.
It was not known what evidence and witnesses the jury
would hear, but Joel Kline, a
Montgomery County, /dd., land
developer was iseen entering
the courthouse with his attorney, Stephen Sachs. It has been reported that
Kline told prosecutors he collected more than $100,000 for
Agnew and other Maryland politicians and disguised the
source of the funds. However,
sources close to the case have
said those reports were erroneous.
U.S. District Court Judge
Walter E. Hoffman Wednesday
granted the Agnew lawyers
broad authority to question
anyone in the United States
"they deem appropriate and
necessar)+," providing they give
the Justice Department at least
48 hours' notice.
"Such depositions...shall be
sealed and not be made part of
any public file," Hoffman
ruled. He also ordered the lawyers and the government to
keep secret the names of those
subpoenaed or those who testify.
Among those likely to be
called for sworn statements are
newsmen, lawyers, Justice Department officials and former
ant moat trawls of Agnew
who may already ;lave been

questioned by the prosecutors.
At a
news conference
Wednesday President Nixon
spoke out strongly for Agnew's
right "not to be tried and convicted in the press and on television by leaks and innuendos
and the rest." Nixon said the
charges "are serious and not
frivolous."
Agnew has denounced the
leaks, blaming them primarily
on some Justice Department officials who were "severely
stung" by inept handling of the
Watergate prosecutions.
Nixon, however, defended Agnew's main target, Henry E.
Petersen, chief of the department's criminal investigation
division.
"If I did not support Mr. Petersen's tuindling of the investigation he would have been removed at this time," Nixon
said.
The investigation of Agnew
centers on allegations of bribery, extortion, conspiracy and
tax violations while he was Baltimore County executive and
governor of Maryland in the
1960s.
Published accusations allege
Agnew accepted kickbacks
from contractors who did business with the state. Agnew has
denied the allegations.
The grand jury worked for
nearly six hours Wednesday
and was scheduled to hear
more Agnew evidence today
after Judge Hoffman warned it
publicly -to ignore news stories
about the invintigetion het-Fuse
they "frequently are wholly at
partially inaccurate."
A hearing on this issue has
been scheduled by Hoffman for
Oct. 12. Meanwhke, the jury
'
probe continues. •
-• •
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Ganifsli Chinie Cakeleff hist Plums

Callowaithapter
Of FBLA Has Meet

Serve a refrigerator cheese cake with fresh plums
By CEC1LY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
Serve this refrigerator
cheese cake with a sauce of
ruby-red fresh plums for contrasting flavor and color, and
you'll have a dessert fit for
company When we tested it in
our kitchen, one of our tasters
said it was one of the best
cheese cakes I have ever eaten'
REFRIGERATOR CHEESE
CAKE WITH FRESH
PLUM SAUCE
i package (6 ounces ) zwieback
1/2 cup butter, soft
3/4 cup sugar
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
1 envelope unflavered gelatin
3/4 cup cold water
3 eggs, separated
2 packages (each 8 ounces
cream cheese, soft

Grated rind of 1 lemon
1 teaspoon lemon juice
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 container (8 ounces) heavy
cream
1/2 cup commercial sour cream
1 cup fresh red plum slices
Plum and Port Sauce, see below
Crush zwieback with rolling
pin into fine crumbs. In a
medium mixing bowl thoroughly nu-S crumbs with butter. 1/4
cup of the sugar and the nutmeg Press over bottom and 3/4
up the side of a 9-inch springform pan. Bake in a preheated
400-degree overt 10 minutes,
cool.'
In a cup sprinkle gelatin over
1/4 cup of the water to seften.
In a small saucepan combine
egg yolks with remaining 1/2
cup sugar and remaining 1/2

"MIND-BLOWING SUSPENSE!"
—Charles Champlin, LA Times

"SUPERB! SIMPLY FASCINATING!"
-.,udith Grist New York Magazine

cup water; cook over low heat,
stirring constantly, until thickened — about 10 minutes, do
not boil Remove from heat
Stir in softened gelatin unti)
dissolved
In large bowl of electric
mixer, at medium speed, beat
cream cheese slightly; gradually beat in gelatin mixture,
then grated lemon rind, lemon
juice and vanilla
In a small mixing bowl with
clean beater, beat egg whites
until they hold stiff peaks. In
another small mixing bowl
without washing beater. beat
heavy cream until it bolds a soft
peak; do not beat stiff. Blend
cream and egg whites into
cheese mixture Turn into
Crumb-lined springform pan
Refrigerate until set. Spread
sour cream over top, return to
refrigerator and chill again.
Before serving, with a small
spatula. loosen sides of cheese
cake, remove side of pan.
Place cheesecake on serving
plate and garnish bottom edge
with fresh plum slices. As
cheesecake is served, top each
slice with a small spoonful of
the Plum and Port Sauce.

PLUM AND PORT SAUCE
2 teaspoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons cold water
1/2 cup honey
1 cup pitted and sliced fresh red
plums
1/4 cup ruby port
In a small saucepan mix
cornstarch and water until
smooth Stir in honey Add
plums and simmer, stirring, until clear, simmer, stirring occasionally, until sauce thickens
.more — 10 to 15 minutes. Off
heat, stir in port. chill.

Esther Class Meets

Thursday, October 4
The first meeting of the year
Six tog Creek Baptist Young
for the Calloway County
Chapter of the Future Business Women will meet at the church
Leaders of America was held at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 20, in the
Murray-Calloway County
cafeteria of the school.
Jaycettes will meet with Mrs.
president,
Danny Chadwick,
June Yurcus at 7:30 p.m.
called the meeting to order. The
secretary, Teresa Durham, call
the roll. Fifty-three members
were present and two were
absent The treasurer's report
- 113 .- Alpha Chapter of Beta
was given by Barbara Rowland-o
agma Phi will meet at Ellis
Vice-president, Warren
Center at 7:30 p.m.
Hopkins, discussed the building
Twin Lakes Good Sam Club
some bleachers for the baseball
field. A committee was set up will have a business meeting in
with plans for work on this Room S-101 of the Applied
Science Building at Murray
project.
Melinda Fulkerson, historian, State University at seven p.m.
discussed having a hayride
which was approved by the
Friday, October 5
chapter.
Flea market and bake sale,
New committees for the year sponsored
Calloway
by
were set up with the members Homemakers Clubs, will be
signing up for the specific held from seven a.m. to six p.m.
committee they wanted to serve at the American Legion Hall.
on.
Refreshments were served by
Golden Age Club will have a
the officers of the club.
potluck luncheon at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 12 noon.
Mrs. Margeret Trevathan will
be speaker.

Temple Hill OES
Elects Officers
New officers for the ensuing
year were elected at the
meeting of Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the Eastern
Star held on Thursday, September 20, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Lodge Hall.
Mrs. Beurdean Wrother,•
worthy matron, presided. Mrs
Lucy
Alderdice,
grand
representative of Montana in
Kentucky, was introduced as a
distinguished member.
Officers elected for the
coming year were as follows:
Diane
Wilson,
worthy
matron; Charlie Lassiter,
worthy patron; Sue Thweatt,
associate matron; Rollie
Alderdice, associate patrat;
Modene Grogan, secretary;
John Grogan, treasurer; Rhoda
Nell Herndon, conductress;
Ruby Grogan, associae conductress;
Ruth Lassiter,
chaplain; Bernice Westerman,
marshall; Ruth Donelson,
organist.
Rita Culver, Adah; Auberna
Perkins, Ruth; Joan Schroeder*,
Esther, Clara Evelyn Starks,
Martha; Deborah Grogan;
Electa; Carol Lynn Ho4t1
warder; John Harvey Perkins;
sentinel.
Refreshments were served
after the close of the meeting.
An installation of new officers
will be held at the next meeting
to be held on Thursday, October
18.

Saturday, October 1
Turkey Shoot will be held at
Lynn Grove School starting at
ten ant., sponsored by Lynn
Grove PTC. Shells and refreshments will be on sale.
First District Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
will meet at the First United
Methodist Church, 218 South Rh
Street, Mayfield, at nine a.m.
Both Murray and Hazel
Woman's Clubs' members will
attend.

Boulevard,from eight a.m. to 12
noon. Proceeds will go to the
Comphrensive CareCenter for
Mental Health.

The Estber Suoday Sc
Class of Memorial Baptist
Church met Monday,October 1,
in the home of Mrs. Pat Futrell
Annual Halloween Carnival
at 7:30 p.m.
will be held by the Hazel PTC at
Board of Directors of Quota
The devotion was given by
Hazel School with concessions Club will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Mrs. Norma Bone. Scripture
to open at 5:30 p.m. and the Triangle Inn.
Reading, Psalms 51:10 was
main door at six om.
given as a challenge to the class
members for the coining year.
Sunday October 7'
Members present. Mrs. Lois
A picnic for all members of
Sanderson, Mrs. Norma Bone.
Murray Stat!-Danies Chiba andtheir families will be held at
Mrs. Sue Cathey, Mrs. Frances
Kentucky Lake. Meet at WinBoyd, Mrs. Illhe Mae Boren.
slow Cafeteria at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dalton, Mrs
Each one will furnish their own
Emma Sholar, Mrs. Erma
Paris Road Homemakers
drinks.
Rickman, Mrs. Margaret
'
Club will meet with Mrs. Kenton
Taylor, Mrs. Adelene Wilson,
White at one p.m.
Mrs. Verna Mae Stubblefield,
Monday, October 8
Mrs. Mary Allbritten and Mrs.
A shower for Mrs Elizabeth
Pat Futrell.
Dowdy whose home and conAl the close of the business
tents were destroyed by fire will
delicious refreshments
be held at the Community
were served by the hostess.
Hoorn, Murray Federal Saving
aid Loan, 7th and Main Streets,
at seven p.m. —
The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its first general
meeting at the dub house at six
p.m. with Mrs. Malcolm Cross,
KFWC First Vice-President, as
guest speaker.
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Jack
Wilson at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway
County
Genealogical Society will meet
with Mrs. Price Doyle, 124
North 15th Street, at 1:30 p.m.

across
with He
Dick, but
She has
go with
1
Helen
Dick w
will feel
want her
How

Westside Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Harry Lee
Garland at 12:30 p.m.

Uniform Exchange for Girt
Scouts will be at the Scout Cabin
On Sharpe Street from ten a.m.
to 12 noon.
Garage sale by Group I of the
First Christian Church CWF
will be.i,at the home of Mrs
Howirl Titsworth, 1318 Olive
S.

Break the law
and hes the
last man you
want te see.

Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
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DEAR ABBY: Dick and I married after going together
for about two years. He had gone with Helen [made-up
name] for 3el years. breaking up with her to go with me.
Dick and I just bought a new home and now I learned
that Helen, who recently married, bought the house directly
across the street.
nothing to do
band and
I trust my husband
with Helen, but she has differsnt ideas. She doesn't want
Dick, but she doesn't want us to be happy together. either.
She has been bitter toward me ever since Dick left her to
go with me
I work days and Dick works nights, and I just know
Helen will be over here talking and being friendly with
Dick when I'm gone. It bothers me because I'm sure she
will hag In atill cans fur her if he is friendly to her, and I
want her to know in area only for me.
How should Tact? I don't like to be unfriendly to my
neighbors but I'm afraid if I give her any encouragement,
she'll be here seeing Dick when I'm away.
JEALOUS
DEAR JEALOUS: You are doing a lot of second-guessing with regard to what Helen thinks. Deal pretend
Phony neighborliness where none exists. just be civil. And If
your jealousy can't be overcome with mature judgment.
you can always change to the night shift.
DEAR ABBY. The letter from "The Other Kida" who
thought grown, educated, working children should live at
home for free prompted this letter.
It's up to the parents to finish the job they started by
inahtiag their.grown children support themselves.
A Waterer self-worth is one of the greatest treasures
one can palifies. But it must be earned. Well-meaning
parents who continue to support their adult children long
after they are able to support themselves do them no
favors. They are depriving them of one of life's most valuable assets.
MRS. C. R., SHELTON, WASH.
DEAR MRS. R.: To which I say: "Ames!"
CONFIDENTIAL To OVERWORKED AND BEAT IN
N. Y. c.: Don't work so hard at making a good living that
you fall to make a good life.
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Miss Ronda Ann Kavanaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kavanaugh announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Ronda Ann, to Michael
L. Griffith, son of Mrs. Luetta Griffith of Lane Oak and the late
B.F. Griffith.
Miss Kavanaugh is a representative for Computer Servicenters, Inc., of Birmingham, Alabama, and is presently
located at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
The groom-elect is owner and operator of the Tape Hut of
Murray, Inc.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, C- :ober 13, at three
o'clock in the afternoon at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
All friends and reletives of the couple are invited to the wedding
and the receplion immediately following the ceremony in the
...hhurch fellowship hall.
MUCItIAT LEDGER&

/Or and about
Ed Oliver Guest
Speaker At Home
Department Meet
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
first meeting of the 1973-74
season at the club house on
Thursday, Septernber 20.
Senior Citizens ohlbitirray
Calloway C,ohnty were-*kia1
guests for this 'occasion.
Ed Oliver, a former Murray
State University student, now
with the Social Security office in
Paducah, was the guest
speaker. He gave a most informative and interesting
discussion of the many set-vices
offered by this office.
The speaker said the first
Social Security benefits were
just a form of insurance while
now the new program is based
upon need. He distributed
literature on the new services
extended by Social Security in
the past three months.
Mr. Oliver said eleven
counties have formerly been
served by the Paducah office. A
new branch office has recently
been opened in Mayfield which
will serve three of these
counties. He urged all those
present to contact the Social
Security office with any
problems relating to that service.
Mrs. Nix Crawford, program
leader, introduced Mr. Oliver.
She also introduced Mrs. Albert
Crider who gave the devotion.
A brief business session was
held with Mrs. A.C. LaFollette,
chairman, presiding.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostesses who
were Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mrs.
Alfred Taylor, Mrs. O.C. Wells
and Mrs. Dwight Crisp.

6%o u 'as
...bares the raw needs Wade
Sertkber Meeting
at the core of drug At Culver Home
addiction,racial hatre
and violence.NEVER has
a film been more timely.
Stamng

DON MURRAY.Produced by DICK ROSS

FILNIED IN EASTMAN COLOO? PRINTS tr. TEctiNtcoton
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4.-efama•
8:00 PM
tit"- I
Advance tickets available
$1.60
Christian Book Center
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Maranatha Student Center
Student Union Building
I Advance
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Mrs. Titsworth Presents Slide-Tour For
P.E.O. Sisterhood At The liortin Home
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth enjoyed Mrs. LaFollette's chess
tertained members of Chapter
pie for dessert: Mesdames
Id of the P.E.6. Sisterhood
Harry M. Sparks, Morgan E.
Monday evening, October 1,
Sisk, Henry McKenzie, Larry N.
with a slide-tour of seven
Clark, Alfred Lindsey,Jr., W. J..
European countries. The first
Pitman, John C. Quertermous,
meeting after the summer Paul
W. Sturm, Maurice P.
vacation period was in the home Christopher,
Hugh L. Oakley,
of Mrs. L. J. Hortin with Mrs. A,
George S. Hart, A. H. Titsworth,
C. LaFollette assisting hostess.
Olga Freeman, Edward M.
Picturing cathedrals, castles, --Nunnelee,
Miss Ann Herron,
cities and general scenes, the
Mrs. Bernice Lutes, a P.E.O.
colorful tour began in Holland.
guest, and Miss Liang.
From there it continued through
the countries of Denamrk,
Switzerland, Austria, France,
Italy and England. Mrs. Titsworth's accompanying
comments added interest to the
beautiful indoor and outdoor
scenes.
Miss Lisa Morris, bride-elect
Mrs. John C. Quertermous, of Cody Lanch Adams, was
president, presided at the honored with a household
business meeting, and opening shower on Tuesday evening at
devotions were given by Mrs. seven o'clock in the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Titsworth.
The chapter voted a con- Savings and Loan Association.
tribution to the Ralph H. Woods
The hostesses Ed the occasion
Scholarship for Handicapped in were Mrs. Max Oliver, Mrs.
memory of the late Murray Ray Broach, and Mrs. Lovell
State president. Mrs. Woods is Adams.
For the prenuptial event the
one of the original members of
Chapter
M.
The
first honoree chose to wear a two
organizational meeting was piece red and gray pant suit and
held in her home in Oakhurst, was presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of blue and white
March 20, 1964.
A monetary gift was also carnations.
Mrs. Ralph Morris, stepvoted for the new chapter being
organized in Jackson,' Tenn., mother of the honoree, and Mrs.
October 5. Mrs. Henry Cody W. Adams, mother-in-law
McKenzie and Mrs. Olga' to be of the honoree, were
Freeman will attend and presented corsages of white
carnations by the hostesses.
present the gift.
The honoree opened her gifts
Miss Shu Chen "Peggy"
Liang, International Peace which were placed on a table
Scholarship graduate student covered with a hlinen cloth
from Taiwan, sponsored by decorated from the ceiling with
Chapter M,was a special guest. blue and white ribbons draped
She is a gradaute of the to the table.
Refreshments of punch and
University of Taiwan in
Political Science. At Murray cakes, decorated by Mrs. W.A.
State she is working toward a Elkins, were served buffet style
Master of Arts in social work. from the table covered with a
Mrs. George S. Hart, Mrs. linen cloth and decorated with
Quertermous and Mrs. Maurice an arrangement of bies flowers
Christopher, in the M.S.U. flanked by white mass. Blue
graduate office, have aided and white ribbonS were from
Miss Liang in becoming the ceiling t6 the table.
Sixty persons were present or
established in Murray.
The following members en- sent gifts.

Miss Lisa Morris
Complimented With
Household Shower

DEAR ABBY': I took "My wife out to dinner to thrhest--restaurant in our small town to celebrate our third anniversary—the first one we had ever spent together because I
had been in Viet Nam.
At a nearby table sat a group of older people. They all
obviously had had too much to drink because they became
so loud and boisterous that we and other patrons couldn't
carry on a conversation.
This went on all during dinner, so while we were wait-- -lag for our dessert, I went over to this noisy bunch and
hillited if they would kindly lower their voices.
My wife says I should have complained to the manager
And let him handle the situation. I feel that the manager
eiOnld have probably lost customers if he had done so,
while I had nothing to lose What is your opinion'
A QUIET KENTUCKIAN
DEAR QUIET: If you waited until the dessert to tell
the noisy bunch to pipe down. you waited too long. As soon
as it became apparent that they were preventing you from
carrying on a conversation you should have talked to the
manager. HE might have preferred to risk losing a couple
of customers to your losing a couple of teeth.

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 4, 073

The September meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
was held in the home of Mrs.
Oaphie Culver, who presided at
the meeting.
Mrs. Max Hurt led the
devotion and Mrs. Ruby Burchett called the roll with
members naming their favorite
fall leaf.
The club voted Mrs. Paula
Palmer as their new president
and Mrs. Oaphie Culver as their
vice-president.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather gave
the craft lesson on "Dome
Decoupage" and Mrs. LaVerna
Hardie gave the lesion= "The
of.
Speaking

The next meeting will he held
In the home of Mrs. Paula
Palmer.
Nine members were present
and visiting were Mrs. Ann
Coursey and Angela Wilson.

New Concord PTC
Meets At School
The New Concord Parents
Teacher Club held its regular
meeting on Thursday, September 20, at seven p.m. at the
school with Hal Winchester,
president, presiding.
Truman Anderson read the
scripture from The Bible and
Done McManus Jed In prayer.
A 'special - program Will
presented by the members of
the New Concord School
basketball squad and the
cheerleaders.
During the business session
Mrs. Shirley Garrison read the
minutes and Mrs. Janice
Weatherford gave the financial
report
Plans for the Turkey Shoot
were discussed and also for the
Fall Festival . to be held
Saturday, October 27.
Refreshments were served by
the seventh and eighth grades.

Potluck Luncheon
Held At Center
By Senior Citizens
The Senior Citizens held their
monthly potluck luncheon on
Thursday September 20, at the
Ellis Center.
Nola Chrisman was chhirman
of the committee in charge of
arrangements for the day.
Other members were Alma
Cooper, Lallah Boyd, Nettie
Beach,Lela Culp, Ruby Barnes,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ocus
Carraway.
Following the dinner group
singing was held. A solo was
sung by Elizabeth James and a
duet was by Thyra Crawford
and Elizabeth James.
Also attending were Madie
Vaughn, Artis Fuqua, Ivy
, Nousie Miller, Clara
Knighton, Otie Trevathan,
Lillian Hicks, Lottie Jones,
Charlie Marr, Evelyn Hicks,
Hazel Locke, S.V. Turner, Meda
Jackson, Lectra
Andrus,
Wallace Dowdy, Janice Griggs,
Lillie E. Miller, ()vie Sue
Galloway, Suella Futrell, Lola
Hale, Annie Williams, Ima
McNutt, Willie Mae Morton,
Myrtle Cayce, Neva Riggina,
Mildred Barnett, Ruben&
Dawes, Quint Guier, Willie
Emerson, Oda Geurin, Mary
Lamb, Meme Mattingly, Erma
Lovett, Ethel Walker, Ambie
Willoughby, Ruth 'Trevathan,
Ora Erwin,and Verona Grogan.
Visitors were Evelyn Wilson
and Moyna Cain from Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Butler
of Centralia, Ill.
It's a good idea to hold a can
of sweetened condensed melt
only about ;ix months before
using. After opening the can,
any of the condensed milk not
used must be stored in the refrigerator and used shortly
thereafter.

Initiation Held At Eastern Star
A call meeting of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star was held on
Thursday evening, September
20, at the Masonic Hall.
The purpose of the meeting
was an initiation with Romona
and Ronnie Bryan receiving the
degrees of the order.
Mrs. Brenda Newberry,
worthy matron, assisted by Dee
Lamb, worthy patron, presided.
The impressive obligation was
given by the worthy patron.
Also assisting in the initiation
other than Mrs. Newberry and
Mr. Lamb were the following
officers:
Euldene Robinson, associate
matron; Willima E. Moffett,
associate patron pro-tern; Sybil
Lasater, conductress; Twila
Coleman,t associate conductress; _-11Priaces Churchill,
secretary; Nell Robbins,
treasurer; Howard McNeely,
chaplain.
Star Points were Judith
Jackson, Aclah; Martha Hutchens, Ruth; Fay Lamb,
Esther; Eva Lamb, Martha;
Dixie Alderdice, Electa; Bonnie
Perkins, warder pro-tern;
Charles Jackson, sentinel protern; Louise Short, organist.
A social hour followed the
initiation and refreshments
were served.

Great Books Group
Meets At Library
The Great Books Discussion
Group met on Monday, September 24, at seven p.m. at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library.
Mrs. Solon Bucy led the
discussion on the book, "Inferno," by Dante.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday,Octobleflkat seven
p.m. at the library Vies'Mrs.
Alfred Wolfson as the leader for
the discussion on the two plays,
"Medea" and "Hippolytus," by
Euripides.
Persons interested in joining
the Great Books group call Mrs.
Margaret Trevathan at the
library, 7S3-2263.

The rsext regular meeting will
be held Tuesday, October 9, at
7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall. •
The installation of new officers
for the ensuing year will be
held. Euldene Robinson and
SaY.Lamb will have charge of
refreshments. All members are
urged to attend.
Stir a little lemon juice and a •
lot of minced parsley into melted butter and serve with fish fil•
lets that have been broiled.
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EVERY MAJOR APPLIANCE
IN STORE — ON SALE!
Hurry in now for big savings on every
appliance in stock! Deluxe models included—use your Wards "Charg-all"
account—just say,"Charge it.- Come
in Gn4 see all the great buys today!
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ONE WEEK ONLY SALE ON THESE SPECIALS
ENDS OCT. 10th ... HURRY!
SAVE $30 -19" Diagonal color TV,
one touch color control, AFC instant picture and sound, UHF, VHF
Antennas. Reg. 329.95.
.

29988

SAVE $10-30" Over-Under Range,
Continuous cleaning eye level oven,
black glass door, waist high broiler
—gas or elec. Reg. 199.88...

18988

SAVE $50-1 2 cycle dishwasher, 6
level wash, 150-, 160' sanitizing
washes, forced air dry, Walnut top.
Reg. 319.95

269"

SAVE $64 —Deluxe 22-cu. ft. frostiest,
3 - door side -by - side refrigeratorfreezer. Freezer holds whopping
237 lbs., 7-day meat keeper, 4 adjustable shelves, 2 cold controls, on
rollers, ice moker opt., extra.
Reg. 449.95

385"

SAVE $40—Deluxe 15.2 cu. ft. frostless refrigerator freezer, large 166
lb. freezer section, adjustable
shelves, rollers, only 60" high.
Reg 289495

24988

Eronsportotion Extra On- All items

Phone 753-1966

Stop In, See It, Buy It Now

1203 Chestnut Street
SERVICE NATIONWIDE

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Use Wards CHARGE-all Plan
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Editorial

Not since the glory days of more than 20 years
ago-195r• to -be - exact—had —a-- football -team'
representing Murray State University'strung
together three wins to open the season until the 1973
edition of the Thoroughbreds turned the trick. We
extend our congratulations—and offer our ex
planation.
Knowledgeable tans realize that gridiron success
is built on a foundation of both the tangibles and the
intangibles. And in that combination,- we believe.
•
•
lies the secret of the thus far undefeated season.
•
Tangibles are, of course, the easiest to identify.
•
Both the new (and long awaited) Roy Stewart
Stadium and the classy new blue-and-gold battle
raiment are good examples of the obvious. Almost
as evident to the eye is the revival of support in the
community and in the area engendered in large
measure by the Big M Club.
All of these factors unquestionably have some
--beating on--the-- paramount intangible. Call it what
_ you will—motion, morale, enthusiasm, espirit de
corps or something else—nothing can suffice in its
place, especially in a rough-and-tumble game like
football.
Coach Bill Furgerson's men have shown character
in the early going that indicates unmistakably that
they are proud possessors of it. They have surpassed the most optimistic expectations of virtually
everyone—except themselves. They never doubted.
People who have been around the campus since
•••
school started this fall have not been too surprised
:;•
by the attitude of the football team. It is, no doubt, at
:t
least partially an outgrowth of a noticeable new
•g'• feeling, an air of excitement that has begn generally
'
prevalent since classes resumed. _
Naturally, other considerations besides those we
have mentioned are involved in producing a winning
football team. Hard work, skill and personal
dedication on the part of both players and coaches
are ,basic elements that are understood by most
interested. bystanders and need no further
elaboration.
•
While we are not so rash as to predict an unbeaten
season on the strength of three games, we see
fascinating potential as the Big Blue takes to the
road. And the potential we see reaches beyond
merely the final seven games on the schedule this
fall.
Success begets success—no doubt about it. It could
be called a version of the multiplier effect. Winning
promotes interest and crowds and recruiting
breakthroughs and all of these things in turn inspire
more winning.
•pNot attempting to pick a quarrel with Grantland
Rice's nice concept that the supreme value is "how
you play the game," we nonetheless must regard the
remainder of this season and the total won-lost
record as vital to future football tradition.
By having the advantage of the awesome new
stadium as a backdrop, development of a winning
spirit this year would give Murray State a combination for selling recruiting prospects like it has
never had before. And that portends ill for other
Ohio Valley Conference football teams for years
ahead.
So we say, "Rock on, Big Blue!"—and admit that
we are now among the convinced.

John Perfilio has beed promoted to plant
superintendent of the Murray Rivision of the
Tappan Company to replace Dwanton Seals who has
resigned, according to Bob Wyman, general
manager. Edward Hendon has been promoted to
assistant plant superintendent.
Chief of Police Burman Parker gave a short
history of\the Murray Police Department at the
meeting oTthe Murray Rotary Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Stinnett of Madisonville
announce the engagement of their daughter, Joy
Christine, to George Ed Waldrop, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Burr Waldrop of Murray.
Venela Sexton was medalist for ladies day golf
held at the Calloway County Country Club.

Twenty Years Ago Today
Corporal Jerry D. Adams, former football star at
Murray High School, wilh play end on the 505th
Airborne Infantry team of the 82nd Airborne
Division at Fort Bragg, N.C., this year.
Dr. Sarah Hargis of Murraymas named __to _a
special committee at the meeting of the Jackson
Purchase Chiropractic-Association held at Clinton.
Rev. L.C. Lee will be guest speaker at the meeting
of the WSCS of the First Methodist Church on next
Tuesday.
Officers of the senior class at Almo High School
are Dan Cain, Dwain Herndon, Doris Graham, and
Ann Ross.

BACK IN 1937, when the Social
Security system was born, some
suspicious lootdraggers were
convinced that the identification
number imposed on covered
workers yes designed to erase
individuality and create ultimately a nation of digits, not names.
The development of the computer with its capacity for
cumulating and staring vast
amounts of detailed personal
information has done nothing to
allay their fears.
Now, prodded by increasing
apprehension over citizen surveillance tied to a new emphasis
on law enforcement during the
last few years, a federal advisory
panel. has urged restrictions on
the use4of Social Security num;

bees to federal programs to which
they are essential.
With

Isn't If The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

A difference between a doctor and the receptionist
in his office is that, ia contact with his patients, the
receptionist is quite likely to act more like the
doctor than he does-especially on the phone
"A band servant tries on the
coat of the master."
—Annonymous

the

numbers currently

demanded routinely to identify
taxpayers, drivers, renters, students, welfare recipients, servicemen, veterans, pensioners, utility

customers and credit applicants,
the concern is not exaggerated.
A universal numbering system
is the key to a controlled "big
brother" society.
THE EXCHANGE of information, for the time being at
least, is economically unfeasible
without the national system of
identification by the numbers.

Texas approach shot

AS THE NATION'S young people scatter to college campuses
this year, chances are that, except for the very rich or the very
poor, they have left family budgets at home in a shambles.
Congress has revised the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,
making it more difficult for socalled middle-income Americans
to finance their youngsters' educations with federal help.
And more states are drifting toward the proposals ekthe Carnegie Commission on Iffrli€r Education that tuition .charges at public
colleges and universities be
raised to allow increased subsidies for students from low-income
groups.
With the median charge for tuition and student maintenance at
private schools estimated at almost $3,000 a year and public college costs inching steadily upward, families in the $10,000 to
$15,000 annual income range are
hard-pressed to meet educational
costs over the normal four-year
span.
Federal aid-to-education programs, with the exception
-Me
guaranteed loam program, are
geared to helping students with
"substantial" to "exceptional" financial need. By and large, the
family with annual income of
more than -$10,00o is unable to
meet...the "need" test.

SCHOLARSHIP
programs
aimed at rewarding academic
prowess are also linked more and
more to financial hardship.
Thus the sole ray of hope for the
studentof moderate family financial background is the Guarari-

-According TO loyfir -

teed Student Loan Program, The
new rules, however, no longer
consider income as the only criterion in determining eligibility.
Families applying for a loan under the program must make a
complete disclosure of their assets and pass a "means test" to
confirm their "need."
SINCE MOST families in the
middle-income category establish
their need only after shelling out
for educational costs, few with incomes of4tiore than $10,000 are
now eligible — a fact emphasized
recently by Donald Payton, president of the National Council of
Higher Education Loan Programs.
The council testified this summer before a House subcommittee seeking to determine whether
emergency action is necessary.
The council proposed that students from families with incomes
below the $15,000 mark be allowed
to borrow up to $1,500 without. regard _to "need," and that those
from families with income of
$15,000 or more be permitted to
borrow up to $2,500. The loans
would be guaranteed by the government and in most cases interest free.
With loan approvals down this
year by more than 50 per cent
from a year ago, Congress should
take another long, hard look at the
issue.
MIDDLE America is in danger
of finding the doors to higher education barred by spiraling costs
and the disappointing congressional unconcern over the financial
squeeze on its young people.

By Hal Boyle

Jumping To Conclusions
popularity to be invited to
spend a weekend at someone's
country place. People who own
country places would rather invite Jack the Ripper for company than face a weekend
alone with themselves.
One reason civilization is
such a monumental failure today is that it no longer inspires
man to test himself to the utt
most to see what he can do. Instead, it inspires him chiefly to
escape blame for whatever
happens. lie would rather keep
his nose clean than save his
soul.
The most overrated fOOcl in
America is steak, partly because of its current high price.
But a really first-rate steak is,
An optimist is a man in
and always has been, a rarity.
middle-age with a chronic disease who believes the onward The ordinary diner can always
get more real enjoyment of a .
march of medicine will find a
well-cooked tasty pot roast or
care for it- irrhislifetime.
even rniatioal
a run-ofThe quickest way to win a the-shopsteak. A steak, even
at reputation as a bore is to insist a top restaurant, is always a
on performing card tricks at gamble. There are fewer things
cocktail parties.
duller ,than a steak diet, and if
It is no testimony to your a dietithernde the eating nf

Misplaced authority to use and
exchange the Social Security
designation, however, exposes the individual to a variety of abuses.
A MASSIVE computer data
bank, set up to develop dossiers on
private citizens, could "borrow"
conceivably from other data
banks sensitive personal information on such matters as an
_ ndividuat's driving record his
work habits, his academic
weaknesses, his family problems
and his fiscal woes.
Even under the most benevolent
administrator, the outlook would
remain dreary.
The committee report, prepared for the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
warned an."information tyranny

that. could lack each citizen into
his past," signaling "the end of a
uniquely American promise —
that the individual can shed past
mistakes and entanglements and
start out anew." The committee
recommended legislation to
regulate computer systems and
the transfer of information and to
make files accessible to individuals for guidance or
correction.
HEW Secretary Caspar W.
Weinberger said legislation and
regulations already are under
consideration.
AFTER 36 years, the doubts of
the apprehensive are being heard.

Public Protests USAF
Experiments With Beagle Pups

Middle America's youth
in college cost crunch

NEW-YORK (Ai)— Jumping to conclusions:
Women rarely worry about
marrying a man smarter than
them, because they always feel
that if they can't outwit a man
they can always outmaneuver
him by superior cunning.
That's why a wife continues to
try to remold her husband nearer to her own wishes. From
birth she thinks of man as a
form of workable putty.
Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: More men would
achieve sucfor we know not what we should pray for as
we cess in this world, and enjoy
life more, if they wore shoes
ought.—Romans 8:26.
one half size bigger. Tight
The Spirit of God understands the deep unutter
ed shoes will cramp anybody'
s life
longing of our hearts.
style, as well as sour his personality.

Bible Thought For Today

1,73

Identification 'by the numbers'
holds potential for public:, abuse

Rock On, Big Blue!

Ten Years Ago Today
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steak mandatory at every
meal, he would be overthrown
by a revolution within three
months. It would be the same.
of course, if it were caviar that
was decreed, but the revolution
would start four months sooner
It takes a man with a beard
roughly six weeks longer to win
a girl's heart than a man who
has only a mere mustache.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The people. But last week, the
Air experiment draws near.

American public has sent up a
howl of protest over proposed
military experiments that
would subject hundreds of
beagle puppies to poisonous
fumes.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., started the controversy in July by
disclosing that the Air Force
was planning to de-bark 200
young beagles and force them
to breath aviation fumes. Since
then, Aspin aides say, they've
gotten thousands of letters,
"more than we get on any other subject."
The number is sure to grow
after Aspin's latest revelation
that the Army is purchasing 400
pups for poison gas testing.
A I3-year-old girl from Cary,
N.C., wrote Rep. Gary E.
Studds, D-Mass., what she
would like to tell the Air Force:
"Because of your pig-headed,
stupid and idiotic mind you will
probably cause the death of
many beautiful, innocent dogs."
She added a rather indelicate
reference to what she would
like the puppies—all 200 of
them—to do on the Air Force's
front porch.
A I5-year-old boy in Chicago
painstakingly typed a letter to
Studds asking, "What would
they do if there wasn't no dogs,
would they kill humans?" He
attached a postscript, "Excuse
my 4-ping, it is my second

Force told Studds it was "taking a long, hard second look"
at the matter.
That look could grow longer
and harder as the November
starting date for the Air Force

* Earn More - Deposit Now *
.4- -A

6T0

21
/
2 Year Certificates
$10,000 Minimum
..

2-Year Certificates 1-Year Certificates
$5,000 Minimum

$1,000 Minimum

,r

time."
Air Force Secretary John L.
McLucas is now the target of
petitions from the Animal Protection Institute of America and
other organizations.
The letters are coming from
Atlanta, Philadelphia, Los Angeles and Sah Francisco, as
well as Justice, Ill., and ZebuIon, N.C. Some have come from
as far away as Canada and
England.
Somewhere among all is Watergate mail, Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., has a letter
.trom a teustituent in Raleigh
aalting him to see what he can
*do. Even Mrs. Lyndon Johnson,
widow of the late president, has
been asked in letters to intercede for the dogs.
The Pentagon has not yet put
its tail between its legs, but it
apparently is reconsidering. At
first, the Air Force described
the probosed experiments as
necessary to determine the effects of 'aviation pollutants on

The one question voiced by
almost every letter is "Why
beagles?" Studds says no one
would ever have noticed if they
had proposed to use guinea
Pigs.
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Industrial Rd.
753-1319
GO TIGERS!!!

TABER'S

SAMMON'S
BAKERY

BODY SHOP

Chestnut St.
753-5434
Open 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
"Everything Baked Fresh
Daily"

24-Hsur Wrecker Service
1391 Cliestout
Phase 753-3134
ea answer 753-3383
7534177

CLAUDE VAUGHN
PLUMBING &
HEATING

MURRAY
ELECTRIC SYSTEM

PURDOM-THURMAN
INS. and
REAL ESTATE

urray
FOOTBALL

Southside Court Square

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
512 S. 12th

753-5041

THE CHRISTIAN
BOOK CENTER

isranS

53

808 CHESTNUT STREET
PHONE 502 753.0425
WAYNE PERRIN
CATHY PERRIN
OVVICIRS

"Study to show thyself
approved..."
2 Tim. 2:15

tificates

James D. Clopton Division

CORVETTE LANES

inimum

FREED COTHAM CO.
Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937
"Join us after the game

WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES

HOMECOMING

Murray High Quarterbacks and Centers
The enters for the Tigers are top row,left to right, Pat McMillen, Billy McDougal.
Gail Buchanan
and .1401111cCage. Front row, left to right, are quarterbacks Lindy
Salter, Brad Barnett and Wes
Furgersa&

INCOV1POR AT to

The Bininenenan's Choice For
Fine Printing"
KU NORTH 4TH STREET
PHONE 753-6381

Ceremonies
Start at 7:45

FAST PRINT COPY
CENTER
While You Wait
Coppng and Dupbcaung „
504-8 MAIN STREET
,
PHONE 7534882
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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802 Chestnut

HOLTON & MELUGIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
206 Main St.

BANK OF MURRAY

MURRAY HIGH

1r
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KICKOFF
8 p.m. at
at Holland Stadium
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KELLY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
-- Call today for free
inspection
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Game Could Decide Who Represents
This Area In State Grid Playoffs
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger it Times Sportswriter
Homecoming is when people
return to see old friends, to
bring back old memories and to
watch football.
And nothing would please
Murray High football coach
John Hine any more than for his
-1973 Tigers to follow the footsteps of the 1961 team, the last
year the Tigers won the state
tournament.
Murray High can come
closer to its dream this Friday
night when the Tigers host
Trigg County at 8 p.m. for the
1973 Homecoming game.
And if the Tigers were to win,
one dream would be close to
reality and another would end.
For the past two seasons,
Trigg County has won the Class
A state championship.
A loss to the Tigers Friday
would be a severe blow for
Coach Joe Jaggers and his
Wildcats who are hoping to
make their third trip to the state
playoffs.
On the other hand, a win for
the Tigers would be a muchneeded step up the ladder which
leads to the state title.
Both teams are coming into
the game with impressive wins
from last week.

Bowling League
Team
Ezell Beauty School —
Johnson's Grocery
14
5
Triangle Inn
•
11
5
Murray Ins
..
11
5
Jerry's Restaurant
10 6
Paschall Truck Lines
7
9
Peoples Bank ,
6 10
Beauty Box
5 11
Boone Cleaners
5 11
Bank of Murray
3 13
High Team Game(SC I
Johnson Gro
761
Johnson Gro
721
Jerry's Restaurant
712
High Team Game(MC)
Jerry's ReStaurant
990
Tflange Inn
969
Johnson Gro
961
High Tetrn Series(SC)
Ezell Beauty School
2084
Johnson Gro
2127
Triangle Inn
High Team Series(MC)
Tsi angle Inn
2786
JohnSon Gro
2721
Jerry's Restaurant
2717
High Ind. Game(SC)
Jerrie Parkins
19)
Margie Garland
188
Marilyn Chatrhan
179
Mary Harris
179
High Ind. Game(HC)
Jerrie Parkins
233
Connie Jones
231
Mary Harris
730
High Ind Series (SC)
Margie Garland
516
Midlred Hodge
487
Marilyn Chatman
479
High Ind Series(HC)
Margie Garland
6.45
Iva Lawrence
6)4
Kay Doran
604
Jerri Parkins
High Averajpes
Mildred Hodge
161
Marilyn Chatman
Betty Dixon
151
Norman Bennett
Wanda Nance
144
Margie Garland
Jerri Parkins
Barbara Alexander

DAYTIME
110'S

Trigg County waltzed over
North Marshall 54-24. The
Wildcats now own a 3-2 season
record, losing to Christian
County and Caldwell County.
Murray High is 3-1-1 on the
season and last week,the Tigers
bombed Bowling Green 35-14.
"It was,simply a total team
effort on our part last week at
Bowling Green," Tiger coach
John Hina said.
"Everybody who played
made a contribution in the win.
"On offense, we thought we
had good performances from
Dean Lanning and
Eli
Alexander at the two end
positions.
"On our offensive Line, the
switching of Larry Lovett,
Steve Porter, Chris Miller and
Craig Suiter enabled us to be
stronger by giving everyone a
little extra rest.
"We were really pleased with
the added strength that Chris
Miller gave us on offense and
defense," Hine praised.
"We rotated Bobby Knight,
Terry Melton, Alan Lemons and
Tony Boone in the guard
positions and that added to our
overall strength.

"Our regular center, Gary
Buchanan, was sick and Kenny
Adams came in and took his
place and did an excellent job.
"We thought quarterback
Wes Furgerson did a good job
on calling some plays and
moving the offense and we were
real pleased with Tony
Thompson's running and the
relief and good running that
Cliff Dibble provided as his
backup man.
"The rotation of Dale McCuiston, Doug Shelton, Alan
Jones and Ken Grogan in the
halfback positions provided the
backfield with extra strength
also.
Dale McCuiston carried the
ball 14 times for the Tigers
against Bowling Green and
gained 115 yards.
Thompson had 65 yards on
nine carried, Jones 39 yards on
six carries and Shelton had 46
yards in only four rushing attempts.
The Tigers had 316 yards on
the ground and three for six in
the air for 29 yards for a total
net of 345 yards against the
Purples.
Hina was much impressed
wi,th his team's defense.

or The Saints

NEW YORK LAP) - Step
aside National Football League
teams' here come the New Orleans Saints.
Perhaps that's overstating it
a bit. But the Saints, the only
team in the National Football
Conference without a victory or
a tie in three games, has escaped sole possession of the
NFC cellar, statistically speaking.
According to NFL figures released today, the Saints, who
performed well in a 14-10 loss
to Baltimore last Sunday, have
shot into next-to-last place both
in total offense and total defense
In offense, they're ahead of
the Green Bay Packers, beaten
last Sunday by Minnesota 11-3.
And on defense, they've managed to move into a 12th-place
tie with the St. Louis Cardinals,
who were trounced by Dallas
45-10 Sunday.
Dallas, meanwhile, No. 4 in
total offense a week ago,
vaulted into first place, while
the former front-running New
York Giants, stifled by Cleveland 13-10 last weekend, slipped
to a fourth-place tie with the
Chicago Bears.

Los Angeles retained its hold
on first place as the NFC's N.
I defensive team and Dallas remained No. 2.
In the American Football
Conference, the Cincinnati Bengals moved into first place in
offense, knocking Pittsburgh
into third behind Denver. And
Cleveland went from third to
first in defense, as last week's
leader, Oakland, fell behind
Pittsburgh and into third place.
FOOTBALL
DENVER - The Denver
Broncos obtained linebacker
Ray May from the Baltimore
Colts for "undisclosed choices"
in the 1974 National Football
League draft and then traded
linebacker Fred Forsberg to
the Buffalo Bills for safety
John Pitts.
HOCKEY
MONTREAL - Defenseman
Bob Plager of the St. Louis
Blues was suspended by National Hockey League president
Clarence Campbell for threatened physical violence to referee Andy van Hellemond in an
exhibition game at Brantford,
Out., Sept. 29.

Club Owner Wrigley Promises
An Overhaul For Next Season

"Alexander and Lanning did interested in recruiting him.
well at the end positions and we
-They have a highly regarded
were real pleased with Suiter quarterback, David Mathis who
and Porter's efforts as tackles. has thrown for seven touchHina said that he felt Porter downs this season.
played by far, his best defensive "Many college coaches
game of the season.
consider him prime material
"Boone and Thompson both with his passing and running
played well as linebackers and abilities," Hina said.
we had good performances -Victor Grubbs is an out;:from Shelton, Lemons, Grogan, standing freshman tailback who
Barnett, McCuiston
and appears to be following in the
Lemons in our secondary.
footsteps of his brother, Selby
Trigg County coach Joe Grubbs. The only difference in
Jaggers calls the 1973 Tigers those two is that Victor is
"the best looking Murray High smaller but quicker.
team that I've seen since I've
-They have fine receivers in
been here at Trigg County."
tight end Soma( Thomas and
"Murray High has balanced their split back Ricky Radford.
running and the quarterback They have a real good split end,
(Furgerson) is also a strong Garfield Curlin.
runner. They have ex- "Coach daggers refers to the
ceptionally strong offensive and idea of a young and Mei:
defensive lines," Jaggers ad- perienced club bUt they have
ded.
enough outstanding ballplayers
"As for ourselves, we have to make up for it.
only three starters back from
"Their offensive strength can
last season, our quarterback, a be shown in the last few games,
defensive end and a linebacker.' 69 points against Crittenden
"Everyone else in the lineup County and 54 points last week
is new and young," Jaggers against North Marshall.
assessed.
"The kids on our team realize
"On defense, we are starting the importance of the game and
four sophomores and two fresh- as far as our Class A schedule
men. We have four sophomores goes, this is the most important
and one freshman on our of- game we've had so far," Hina
fense.
added.
"One side of our offensive line
Murray High has not beaten
averages about 200 pounds but Trigg County since 1970.
the other side is only around
Last year when the two clubs
160," Jaggers added.
met at Cadiz, the Wildcats
What Jaggers didn't say , clobbered the_Tigers 29-0.
about his team, Murray High
But last year for Murray
coach John Hina said.
High, it was just another game.
"Our scouts report that they
Friday night, it could be the
have a real sound football whole season.
team," Hina said.
At least for this week. Then
"Trigg
County
shows there's next week and the next
tremendous desire on both week and on until the end of the
offense and defense.
season.
"They have one of the best
But this game Friday night is
linemen in the state of Ken- a step up the ladder that the
tucky. He's David Sadler and Tigers can't afford to 3h:treble
the University of Albama is Liver.

Press Wednesday. "When
By JERRY LISKA
Associated Press Sports Writer there's no pressure, then they
CHICAGO )AP) - Owner go good. It's a young man's
Phil Wrigley has one word for game and we've got some prethis Chicago Cubs' collapse this ty old fellows.
season-"disgust"-and he
"In previous years, I've been
wants the club overhauled.
disappointed by the team. This
The Cubs fell apart and fin- year, I'm plain disgusted. The
ished fifth this year, five games difference is one word, 'disbehind the champion New York gusted', instead of 'disMets in the National League appointed."
East after leading by as many
Wrigley, whose payroll is
as eight games in mid-season.
among the highest in the big
"The club-doesn't seem to be leagues, didn't put the finger on
able to take the pressure," Cub expendables, except to
Wrigley told the Associated note that unhappy star pitcher

By HAL BOCK
pitched inconsistently throughAssociated Press Sports Writer out the Mets' September surge
NEW YORK 'CAP) - Like to the East Division crown.
Mark Twain, the reports of There was a chance that
he
Tom Seaver's demise were would be held out of Saturday's
greatly exaggerated.
opener against the Reds with
Seaver's „tired right arm hai left-hander Jon Matlack startpassed its most important test ing instead. But after Seaver's
and he la today's definite prob- saccessful workout, Matlack
able pitcher for the New" York was moved back to Game
2 on
Mets in their National League Sunday.
playoff opener at Cincinnati
"It didn't hurt enough to worSaturday.
.4,,,ry," said Seaver of the arm
The Mets went through a rou- that had a lot of people
wortine 90-minute workout at Shea ried. The only worry
was that
Stadium Wednesday. It was 1 was pitching lousy
and how to
routine for everyone else and clear it up so that I
could pitch
very important for their most
important right arm
In the quiet of the rightfield
bullpen surrounded by scores of
poised cameras, Seaver threw.
The result—was considerable
perspiration and a grin on the
face of pitching coach Rube
Walker.
e
_
-He threw good," said Walker.
What was important to Walker and Seaver was that the
right-hander threw effortlessly.
Complete
"He did not have to force himself," said the pitching coach.
ribergiass
Seaver had complained of a
tender shoulder and had

Ferguson Jenkins "certainly is
not worth what he's getting."
Jenkins, a 20-game winner
for six successive seesaw],
slumped to 14-16 this year, and
after Monday's final game formally asked Vice President
John Holland to trade him
The tall 29-year-old righthander, who yielded 35 homers
this season, said, "I know I had
an off year and I told Mr. Holland that I was unhappy here.
-I think a different city
would be a help. I'm pretty
sure there will be other guys on
our club going to different
cities." Holland said that Jenkins, closing out a two-year
contract at an estimated $125,000 per year, had no animosity
toward the Chicago organization. "He just didn't like our
ball park."
Wrigley said he has instructed Holland to shop around at
the post-season playoffs and
World Series, "and find out
what kind of deals can be
made.
"I wouldn't say we'll have a
shakeup, just a reorganization," said Wrigley. "We've got
all winter to make our plans."
Aging stars such as third
baseman Ron Santo and outfielder Billy Williams can only
be traded with their permissionunder the new agreement with
the Players' Association. Both
have played their entire careers with the Cubs.

FORT WORTH,Tex.(AP)Australia's Sohn Newcombe,
the No. 1 seed and defending
champion, meets countryman
Barry Phillips-Moore today in
the $50,000 Fort Worth National
Colonel Tennis Tournament.
Newcombe gained the top
spot in the tourney after other
players dropped out prior to the
start because of various physical ailments.
Second-seeded Brian Gottfried gained that spot in the
tournament after Ilie Nastase
withdrew at the last moment.
Gottfried gained the quarter-finals Wednesday by defeating
Fort Worth attorney Ted Gorski, 6-4, 6-0.
Chile's Jaime
moved to
the quarter-finals after shrugging off a first set loss to un.known Bill Brown,and bounced
back 3-6, 6-3, 6-2.
Others who gained the quarterfinals were sixth-seeded
Raul Ramirez of Mexico,
Puerto Rican Charles Pasarell,
and former U.S. Davis copper
Harold Solomon.

"I've heard enough," he said,
cutting short the interview.
Seriously, Nicklaus said his
game was-sharp and a two-under-par 69 in the pro-amateur
attested to that. Dwight Nevil
was the low pro with 68 and
picked up $500. Mason Rudoplh
matched Nicklaus' round.
"I've got no problem getting
my mind on the tournament,"
he said. "Fortunately, %.-e've
had guys who have done a good
job getting it ready."
Nicklaus, half-owner in the
rolling layout, was happy over
the reaction of his rivals to the
course, just 14 months old.
"It's a slow course with short
rough, which is fine," Nicklaus
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said. "The pros are telling me,
'Hey, I thought you said this
wasn't a difficult course." No
one has criticized it."
A victory here is worth $20,000 and it would vault Nicklaus
past the idle Bruce Crampton
into the 1973 money-winning
lead with more than $277,000.
Nicklaus' principal competition was expected to come
from Tom Weiskopf and Lee
'Trevino. Weiskopf had 72 and
Trevino 78 in their pro-am
rounds.
Six of the first 12 money-earners were in the field of 144 today. Another round Friday will
trim the field to the low 70 and
tied for the final rounds Saturday and Sunday.

Changes May Make Auto
Racing Somewhit Safer

INDIANAPOLIS I AP - U.S.
Auto Club officials are expected
to announce before the end of
the year some changes in regulations that figiie to make auto
racing safer, slower and less
complicated for scorers.
Limitations on fuel in the
cars have helped increase competitiveness, but also hive
caused headaches for scorers
trying to keep track of the leader through a myriad of pit
stops.
Dick King, director of competition and head of a summer
USAC testing program, says
changes next year will bring
the number of pit stops in a
500-mile race down to about
four or five.
King says wing sizes may be
reduced again. They were
trimmed in July to help stabilization and reduce speed.
A reduction in horsepower for
next year already has been announced, along with a fire-resistant -fuel system, but King
now says horsepower may be
reduced by as much as 25 per
oral
So far efforts to slow down
the cars have been unsuccessful, but speeds have not gone
up since interim changes were
made in June
The total fuel allotment for
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Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

Boat Service
Repairs

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
By GEORGE STRODE
Associated Press Sports Writer
KINGS MILLS, Ohio (AP)Jack Nicklaus turned sports
writer Wednesday slid loved
every minute of it.
"C'mon, give me a pencil and
pad. It's my turn," said the
Golden Bear, favored to win
the $125,000 Ohio Kings Island
that started today on one of his
own courses.
"Get up there on the stand,"
Nicklaus commanded of two
startled writers. "I'm interviewing you guys on your proam rounds today."
The writers stalled and the
winner of an all-time record 14
major titles stuck the neddle in,
saying:
"How am I going to ask any
stupid questions if I don't know
your hole-by-hole scores?"
The writers reviewed mostly
bogeys and double bogeys in
their rounds over the 6,915yard, par-71 Nicklaus Golf Center course. It was too much for
Nicklaus' famed patience.
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the 500-mile races next year
may be cut from 350-340 gallons
to about 300, King said.
With the new fire-resistant
fuel system, which permits *gallons in the racers instead if
the present 40, and the reduction in alloted fuel, mechanics
will be forced to slow down the
ears to increase mileage.
"They're going to have to detune the cars to finish the
races," King said. "'these cars
only get about 1.5 miles per
gallon. We hope to increase
that to two miles per gallon
next year."
The better mileage and in.
creased fuel tank capacities
should reduce the number of pit
stops from the present 10 to
about four. And that should end
some of the scoring problems
that have led to five different
drivers claiming victory in the
last two USAC races.
TENNIS
OSAKA, Japan - Top-seeded
Ken .Rosewall whipped fellow
Australian Geoff Masters 6-2, 8- ,
0 and third-seeded Cliff Drysdale of South Africa defeated
Jun Komiwazumi of Japan 6-2,
6-2 to move into the quarter-finals of the $25,000 Osaka Open
tennis tournament.

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.
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Designated Hitter Rule Caused Thorotighbred
Riff Production in Alio Rise -
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NEW YORK API
Run
production rose dramatically in
American League baseball in
1973, and proponents of the designated hitter rule point to that
innovation as the major reason
for the increase.

And they've got the figures to
back up their arguments:
—The over-all batting average in the American League
was .259, a sharp increase over
the .239 mark of a year ago.
The NI, average, by comparison, was .254—making 1973
the first time in 10 years the
Al, has had a higher over-all
average than the NL, which
does not have the designated
hitter rule.
—An average of 8.6 runs
were scored by both teams in a
1973 American League game.
This is a marked rise over the
AL averages of 7.7 and 6.9 runs
per game for the past two
years, is ahead of the NI. 1973
mark of 8.3 and is only the second time in nine years the AL
has topped the NL in run production.
—Designated hitters on the 12
American League teams combined to hit 227 home runs,
nearly five times the number of
homers hit in 1972 by AL pitchers and pinch-hitters combined,
48.
—While pitchers and pincht
hitters batted a lowly .169 in
the American League in 1972,
designated hitters combined for
a .257 mark in 1973. And not
having an "autornatic_out" in
the line-up almost certainly
helped the other hitters, though
this can't be measured.
The DH rule allows a manager to designate one hitter prior to a game to bat in place of
the pitcher each time the pitch-.
rule,
er is due up. The
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adopted by the American
League following the 1972 season in an effort to perk up the
game's offense, produced striking results in another area, one
overlooked by most baseball
•

experts when the rule first was
proposed: there were 12 pitchers in the American League
who won 20 games or more.
That's the highest number of
20-game winners in one league

PORTS
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Little Mary pecker Is
Trying To Get In Shape
GARDEN GROVE, Calif.
(AP) — Mary Decker, the
mighty-mite 15-year-old who
won the 800-meter run in the
U.S.-Soviet dual track and field
meet in Minsk last summer,
lost six weeks training time
after she returned home.
"I got my foot caiight in the
spokes on my bike and I
cracked a bone in the toe," she
said from her home here. "It's
all healed up now and I've been
working out for about three
weeks trying to get back into
shape."
The break may have been in
some ways welcome to Miss
Decker, the 5-foot, 86-pounder
who captured the hearts of
Americans and Russians during
the sumrner with victories over
some of the world's best halfmilers in races in the Soviet
Union, Italy and Senegal.
The victories, achieved as a
member of the U.S. Junior
Track Team which toured Europe and Asia, catapaultecl
Miss Decker into a prominence
that was not always desirable.
The media rushed to lionize the
girl who may be the tiniest international star in track history. "I like it to a certain extent but when I first got home
there was so much going on
that it got confusing."
Miss Decker ran her all-time
best of 2:02.4 in the 800 meters

last summer and then went on
to defeat Olympic silver medalist Nicole Sabaite with a stirring finishing kick in the Minsk
race. But she says she won't
compete for the track team at
Orange County High School,
where she's a sophomore.
"I've been asked," she says,
"but I want to run in AAU, and
you can't run AAU and in the
California Interscholastic Federation at the same time.
"And another reason is I
don't want to compete against
guys". If the girls start to run
against guys the guys might
want to start competing against
us, and then we wouldn't have
anything because guys are naturally stronger and can beat
."
So Mary will prepare for the
AAU cross-country nationals in
Albuquerque this winter and for
the indoor season later on.
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MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — A
spokesman for a black group
Ding A Lings
8
11
Four Aces
8
12
interested in obtaining a NaPatriots
6'
131 7
tional Football League franHigh Team Game (SC)
Rolling Stones
chise is to meet today with a
597
Misfits
589
Memphis sports promoter to Seven Tickets Left
Four Aces
550
formulate a united effort to acHigh Team Game (HC)
quire expansion approval for
767
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. Misfits
Rolling Stones
758
the city.
Louis Cardinals said Wednes- Four Aces
758
753
Norman Hodges, vice presi- day they have only seven tick- Ding A Lings
High Team Series (SC)
dent of the Rockwell Corp. in ets left for Sunday's game Rolling Stones
1751
Los Angeles, has a meeting against the Oakland Raiders in Misfits
1644
Logs
Ding
A
1603
St.
Louis.
slated with Mike Lynn III,
High Team Series (HC)
The Cardinals said that if the Rolling Stones
president of Mid-South Sports,
2234
2218
Inc., and the leader in the drive remaining tickets are sold by 1 Ding A-Lings
Misfits
217$
to secure an NFL expansion p.m. Thursday the game will
Nigh Ind. Game (SC)
be a sell-out and will not be Glenda Hill
204
designation for Memphis.
186
blacked out on television in the Margaret Morton
Pat Scott
775
HodgeSsaid the black group St.
Louis area. The remaining
High Ind. Game (HC)
Es serious about owning a team,
Glenda
Hill
232
tickets go on sale Thursday at 9
but is not locked into the conBonnie Hale
230
a.m.
Peg Moffett
222
cept of total ownership.
The capacity of the St. Louis
High Incl. Series (SC)
Glenda Hill
523
Lynn also commented on re- stadium for football is 51,186.
Margaret Morton
502
ports that the newly-formed
Jane Buchanan
466
High Ind Series (HC)
World Football League is lookSigns With Whalers
Bonnie Hale
623
ing at Memphis as the site of a
Glenda Hill
607
team.
577
BOSTON (AP) — Defense- Margaret Morton
High Averages
Lynn said the city has no in- man Mike Keeler has signed a
Morton
164
terest In the WFL, "as long as multi-year contract with the Margaret
Glenda Hill
163
we are being considered for an New England Whalers of the Sondra Rice
159
158
NFL expansion franchise." He World Hockey Association, Gen- Jane Buchanan
Pat Scott
155
was speaking in his role as eral Manager Jack Kelly said Mary Smith
154
Kay Addison
118
chairman of the Mayor's Ex- Wednesday.
Jane
Knight
Keeler, 23, of Toronto, played
144
pansion Football Committee
and with authority of Tennessee with the Springfield Kings of
Gov. Winfield Dunn to act as the American Hockey League
agent for the state in securing and the Portland Buckaroos of
the Western League last year.
an NFL team.
7
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in modern times. The previous
high was 10, by the National
League in 1901 and the American in 1907, 1920 and 1971.
While 12 American Leaguers
reached the 20-game plateau,
only one National Leaguer
made it, Ron Bryant of San
Francisco.
"With the designated hitter
rule, you go with your starting
pitchers longer," explained
Dick Williams, manager of the
Al. West Division champion
Oakland A's, who had three 20game winners, Jim "Catfish"
Hunter, Ken Holtzman and
Vida Blue. "That's proven by
the higher number of decisions
the starters have this year."
"The good pitchers are used
More," said Manager Chuck
Tanner of the Chicago White
Sox. ~Also, you go with your
best relief pitcher earlier because with the designated hitter
rule you don't have to pinch hit
for him."

Middle Suspends
Four Grid Players
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
( AP)—Four Middle Tennessee
State University football players were suspended for the remainder of the season Wednesday for "infractions of university policies," coach Bill Peck
said.
Peck refused to identify the
players.
The coach denied reports of a
player boycott at Wednesday's
practice session and said after
several meetings, team members held "the very best practice we've had all year." The
Blue Raiders are 1-3 for the
season and winless in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"Our trouble is over now. We
had a couple of meetings. We
worked through the things. We
haven't played well."

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sportswriter

season who carried a .361
average from Murray State to
the New York Yankee farm
system, is one of two infielders
gone.
Senior Steve Barrett, who
played at second base last
season, has taken over the
vacated hot corner.
Last season, Barrett smashed
11 homeruns to tie Rick
Weisman for the team lead and
share the single season
homerun record.
After a .388 season his
sophomore. year, Barrett
"dipped" to .318 last season.
In two exhibition games this
season, both of which Murray
won, Barrett has gone six for 11
at the plate.

season, will be in right field and
baseman Mike Bono.
Bono, a strong lefthanded trying to break his own RBI
'slugger, hit .311 last year and record which he set this past
Can a group of inexperienced
was a vacuum cleaner at first spring.
freshmen make up for the
As for the rest of the outfield,
base. ,
absence of some top notch
Presently, three men are it's anyone's guess.
college baseball players?
Three former Murray High
working for Bono's spot.
That question will be anplayers, David Hughes, Johnny
Junior
Derrington,
junior
Don
swered this fall and next spring
Rayburn and Brown CI-ouch will
John Eradi and freshman Don
for Murray State coach Johnny
join Rickie White, Robert
Walker.
Reagan and his Thoroughbreds.
Walker, the MVP in southern Mantooth and Maryland freshThe Thoroughbreds will open
high school baseball man Terry Brown, in the battle
Illinois,
their title defense of the
last spring, could possibly gain for the other two positions.
western division of the Ohio
Sophomore Gene Steuber,
the spot at first if he regains his
Valley Conference Saturday
who led the squad last season
eye.
hitting
with a twinbill at Austin Nay.
I had -ttr-have my appendix with a .400 average, will return
Last season, Murray split a
to his place behind the plate.
out this summer and that
taken
doubleheader with Austin Peay
Former Murray High star
laid
me
up
for
a
while,"
quite
in the fall at Reagan Field.
and
now freshman at 14SU,
Walker said.
On the return trip to
Mike Cathey, will be the backup
"Since
been
haven't
then,
I
Clarksville, the 'Breds swept a
hitting to well but I hope to start catcher.
twinbill to give Murray three
The big question mark for the
"I'm a lot more relaxed this hitting again soon," Walker Thoroughbreds is the pitching
out of the four games played
added.
fall at the plate," Barrett said.
against the Governors.
staff.
Last season, the Thorough- '"Last year, I think I might
Second base will be taken by
Reagan says that he would
breds compiled an overall mark have been trying to hit homers junior Jack Perconti while Leon have the depth for the six game
of 30-11, winning five of six fall but now,I'm just swinging level Wurth, a .311 hitter last spring, fall schedule but next spring,it
and trying to hit the ball on the MU return to his post at short- could be a different story.
games.
In the OVC, Murray was 13-1 line.
stop, to give the Racers a solid
Gone for the mound corps of
"I think by just meeting the left side of the infield.
in winning the division title but
last season are Russ Peach,
in the championship playoffs at ball and trying to hit singles, I
Jerry Weaver and
George
Morehead last May, the 'F3reds should be able to lift my
One regular starter returns to Hopkins.
lost the best two out of three average and help the team the outfield this fall and that is
Peach and Weaver were both
more," Barrett added.
series to the Eagles.
senior slugger Rick Weisman. nine game winners while
Another infielder who has
Steve Coulson, ThoroughWeisman, who belted a Hopkins was the top southpaw
breds third baseman of last departed via graduation is first record-tying 11 homeruns this of the bullpen.
Righthanders returning this
fall for Murray are Greg
Englar, Bill Emerson, MikeSims and Mike Thieke.
Thieke had the distinction this
past spring of throwing a nohitter
Another righthander who has _
been impressive in the fall
workouts is freshman Mark'
The Garden has called a and loot a tit-round decision to Wezet of Evansville, Indiana.
NEW YORK(AP) — MuhamThe only southpaw pitchers
mad Al) and Joe Frazier have news conference for noon,
—Norton March 31, but re.
confirmed they will meet Feb. EDT, today to formally an- versed that setback by pound- for Murray this fall are Randy
ing out a decision in a return Oliver former Calloway County
4 at Madison Square Garden in nounce the fight.
hurler; Dana Pearson, a star at
The two former world cham- bout with Norton.
a rematch which should indicate what degree their talents pions will meet in a 12-round
In both of the Norton fights, Cobden, Illinois, High School;
have diminished since their his- bout for which each fighter has observers speculated that All and Steve Darnall, an outtoric "Fight of the Century" in been guaranteed a minimum of had lost much of his speed and standing high school hurler at
6850,000 against 321e per cent of was unable to keep the agres- Reidland.
1971.
"Our outfield hitting ia going
the live gate and all ancillary sive Norton from forcing him
income.
against the ropes and landing to be our biggest problem,"
Ftegan said.
Frazier, then the reigning strong body punches.
"Outside of Weisman, none of
heavyweight
champion,
Frazier never had a chance
knocked down Ali en route to a to use his patented swarming the outfielders have been hitting
unanimous 15-round decision in onslaught against Foreman, this fall.
"We are going to have to
their first fight, March 8, 1971, who hurt him early in the openin which each boxer received ing round'and battered him to depend a lot next spring on our
The Colonels also announced $2.5 million.
the canvas six times before the freshmen for depth," Reagan
said.
the release of two players:
referee
halted the contest.
Both fighters have suffered
On October 12, Murray will
James Lister, a 6-foot-9 for"Tell all the people I'll be up host Western to a twinbW before
ward from Sam Houston State defeats since that encounter.
Frazier was stopped in two here on my mountain getting closing the fall OVC schedule on
(Texas) and Jim (Goose) Ligon, a former Colonel who was rounds by Qeorge Foreman at ready to whip Joe Frazier," All October 20, with a home
released earlier by the Virginia Kingston, Jamaica, last Jan. said from his Deer Lake, Pa., doubleheader with Middle
22. All suffered a broken jaw training camp Wednesday,
Tennessee.
Squires.

Ali And Frazier Will
Meet On February 4

Colonels Acquire Collis
,Jones From San Antonio
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The Kentucky Colonels of the
American Basketball Association say they've acquired 6foot-7 Collis Jones of the San
Antonio Spurs.
New Colonel Coach Babe
McCarthy, who coached Jones
last season at Dallas, called
him "one of the finest fastbreak forwards I've ever
seen."
The Colonels announced the
acquisition Wednesday, fur an
undisclosed amount of cash and
future considerations.
Jones- averaged 11.6 points
and 6.4 rebounds a game last
season, though he played only
26 minutes each time out.
He was a standout for Notre
Dame for three seasons, and a
first round draft choice of the
Milwaukee Bucks of the National Basketball Association two
years ago.

Vida Blue Says He
Has Forgotteall

• OAKLAND AP) — Vida
Blue, the Oakland A's starting
pitcher in the American League
playoff opener at Baltimore
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Saturday, says, "I can't even
Alan White led die—way intä
'remember 1971."
day's final round of the KenThat was his reply today
tucky Professional Golfers Association Tournament on his when asked whether he was
home course at Owensboro nervous two years ago when he
went out to the mound in anothCountry Club.
White, last year's runner up er playoff opener at Baltimore.
in the tourney, shot a three-un- The left-hander, who won 24
der par 68 Wednesday for a six- games that season, was poundunder-par total of 136 after 36 nings, and the Orioles were on•
their way to a three game i
holes.
Defending champion Gordon sweep.
Leishman of Lexington's Idle
"Sure, our team was tense
Hour Country Club fired a one- then," recalls Manager Dick
under-par 70 Wednesday to Williams. "We'd never been in
move into Second place with a that situation before and they
total of 139.
(the Orioles) had been through
Jim O'Hern of the Harmony
it two years in a row."
Landing Country Club in the
"Things are about reversed
Louisville area shot a two-over- now," he added.
par 73—dropping from a tie ler
Most of the A's starters are
first to third place.
Moe Demling of Louisville's going into their third straight
Shawnee Golf Course had a 70, playoff series.
for a total of 140
"It's going to be just another
Brown ciillen of Hunting
ballgime." said Blue, 20-9 this
Creek Country Club, tied for
season_ "I'll be trying to win
first on 'Tuesday, shot a threeand make some money. Everyover-par 74 for a total of 141.
thing else is irrelevant."
The winner after figtay's final
The A's will fly to Baltimore
18 holes of the 54-hole tournament will receive $800 and today following a morning
qualify for the National Profes- workout. They will practice in
sional Golfers Association Tour- Baltimore's Memorial Stadium
nament
Friday.
S

Baseball
Teath To Open Saturday
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BOWLING
STANDINGS
Thursday Caouples
Bowling League
Team
WE
DEMONS
13
3
ALLEY CATS
13 3
BR EDS
12 4
ROADRUNNERS
12
4
WHIZ KIDS
II
5
NIGHT OWLS
11
5
STRIKES
ti
5
UPS & DOWNS
REDBIRDS
9 7
ROCKETS
7
9
HITS &MISSES
15 10
FISHER PRICE NO 2
6 10
Bs & Cs
4
8
FRUSTRATIONS
5 11
BERGERS
3
9
TEN PINS
4 12
F 'SHER PRICE NO t
3 13
Rs &Ms
2 10
CARRAWAY
2 14
High Tearn-tUUVIOTSCI
Red Birds
700
Frustrations
695
Red Birds
668
High Team Game(HC)
Frustrations
864
Red Birds
842
Hits 8. Misses
840
High Team Series(SC)
-Red 8..rds
.. 2034
Night Owls
1872
Frustrations
1850
High Team Series(HC)
Red Birds
7460
Frustrations
2357
Hits &Misses
2286
.
High Ind. Game 4 SC)
Paul Enlow
245
Delmar Brewer
241
Larry Campbell' .
275
Pat Scott.
221
Jean McClure
197
Debiearlamn
187
High Ind. Game(HC)
Paul Enlow
267
Delmar Brewer
266
Larry Campbell
262
Jean McCIlure
257
Pat Scott
255
Debie Colman
736
High Ind. Series.(SC)
Delmar Brewer
635
Tommy Jones
598
Paul Enlow
557
Pat Scott
537
Jean McClure
511
Debie Colman
474
High Ind. Series(H C)
Delmar Brewer
710
Tommy Jones
664
Paul Myhill
647
Jean McClure
691
Pat Scott
639
Debie COlman
621
. Nigh Averages
Men
.
Lyman Dixon
thT3tilniar Brewer
176
Tommy Jones
176
tr
Dave Bradford
172
Paul Enlow
172
WOMEN
Betty Dixon
151
Lol Darnell
153
Patsy Neale
142
Hefty Ernstberger
138
tlefty
/lb
36
Judy Parker
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An
EXTRAUTONARY
Loan

Which is your dream car?—
sporty two-dcor. handy threedoor. or luxury dour-door?
Well opan all the doors with
an eltirAtrrOnarY kiln!

An extrAl/TOnary loan is the.
car loan that usually costs one
full car puynululr.u...Agni-ill:h.

questions. Well make sure the terms are most coasenient for

you. too.
Fornunbil to hu) your drean)
''Car, come_ to the sign of -she,
Magie - I.Jfllp. Two-door,
three-dossi or foursloor, we al-

the loan that').so easy to tel.
We'll arrange it for you without asking a tin of unnecessary

Sesaltler.
-•
Ifs extroordinury what we can
do for !,rou. if )ou tel us.

PEOPLES JBANK
-

MURRAY

KY.

Three Convenient Locations ...
Main Blanch
Smith Branch
500 Main Street

The Extramaitudy

12th & Story
North Branch
Chestnut

, 12th &

TUE LEDGER & TRH s

Your Indian!
Horoscope

Nit IIRAY, KENTUCKY

Saturday, Oct. 6 - 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

FREE PRIZES Given Away Every Hour!! * SPECIALS Even! Half Hour!!

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY.
OCTOBER 5, 1973
in the-SeelliaLa in ..which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20,
Reach for the. unusual, the
eye-catcher.
Learn
nevi
methods, help create understanding
between
associates. Day4-has - dandy
potentials.
TAURUS
1 Apr. 21 to May 211
Be flexible enough in thought
to take in -a brand new ideaand make it work! Resist
doubting and tendencies toward
hypercriticism.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
This should be a fruitful day,
with some of your more inspired
ideas bringing unexpected
rewards and recognition. Be
discreet in your tactics,
however.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
A good day for launching
plans for the future, giving
careful consideration to new
enterprises. Do not let the
pessimism of others disturb
you.
.
1E0
(July 24 to Aug. 23) tf2fiY:
Fine
solar
influences!
Business and financial ventures
should go exceptionally well
and plans for new ventures
should run smoothly.
VIRGO
U‘'
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 i riPAa,
Mixed influences. Certain
situations may prove confusing,
but remain calm. Anxiety or
hasty action could further
complicate matters. Use your
wits.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Be sure that whatever it is in
which you invest time, money
or energies has meaning—not
just for the present, but for the
future. Care in handling details'
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Good offerings indicated.
Stress your competence and do
not hesitate to accept others'
ideas if practical. Intellectual
pursuits favored.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid indecision and inflexibility if you would make
REAL progress. No matter
what the external conditions,
you can accomplish with pluck.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
As with Sagittarius, you also
could be caught in tides of indecision, moods of lethargy or
downright obstinacy. All must
be curbed if you would have a
satisfactory day.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't wait for help. Many
would like to aid your project,
but can't find the time. So go on
the assumption that it's your
ball to carry, and carry it.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201'
Avoid agitators and troublemakers, but DO stand up for
what is right or you will give
them strength through your
passiveness.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely sensitive individual
highly intuitive and unusually
versatile. This very versatility,
however, may keep you from
finding your proper niche.,
career-wise, for quite some
time. But once you educate
yourself and point your efforts
toward a singl,e, worthwhile
objective, you can achieve
great
heights
of
accomplishment. Fields in which
you could excel: writing,
painting, the law, medicine.
interior decorating, fashion
designing,
statesmanship.
Birthdate of: Chester A. Arthur,
21st Pres., U.S.A.

Store closed
Saturday Until
5 p.m.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CAN OPENER,
MIXER or IRON
CHOICE!
vote' Choice of these three fantastic appliances for
such a low, low price! Choose from 15 steam vent
iron, 3 speed hand mixer or standard size can opener! Buy now and lave during our trelndous moonlight sale!

()() Reg. 19.88

Easy to handle. Uses
126 cartridge film. Simple to operate.

Federal Power-flight
22 CARTRIDGES
Box of
Lmst
58t
50

KODAK CX-126 COLOR FILM
or ASSORTED FLASHCUBES
YOUR
CHOICE!/lc
Have plenty on hand for
the
holidays
ahead!
Stock up now at this low
price!

Drawing at
9:30 p.m.

High impactpolysterene cabinet
with automatic and manual push
button channel changer, stereo
light indicator, volume, balance
and tone control. A super buy!

vita(
e
14i00specla
Reg. 12.97

P1/41-"ESI

"eititil'

THEY GET CARRIED
AWAY ABOUT MARRIAGE
SIVAS, Eastern Turkey I AP)
— The province of Sivas has
broken the Turkish record for.
the kidnapping of young girls,
reports say.
:In the first seven months of
1973 alone, 211 girls and young
women, between the ages of 18
arid 25, have been abducted.
Abduction is .a traditional
part of the marriage system in
Thrkey, and many of the kidnappings are little more than
elopements. Of the 21)..girls al>
*acted Ott tut ended tie mar.
rying their kidnappers.
Local officials blame the increase inatidnappings on the in
creased dowries brides art
fetching. Inflation has broughi
tie usual sum to 20,000 liras about 81,300.

* *FREE
$100.00
CASH
WILL BE
GIVEN
AWAY

1 Qt. Sauce pan with cover
2 Qt. Sauce pan with cover
4 Qt. Dutch oven with cover
10" Fry pan

/PRESTONE II Fowl

DOO'l
MISS
VV.

Poly-nylon
knit
short sleeve top
._ with aquare_soI I ar
Sizes 32 to 38 In
assorted
patterns
and al.S.

& Casual
SLACKS

A terrific buy on
professional
this
style hair dryer!
rEa0
-1\

The hair net that lasts
3 times longer than the
leading hair sprayt

EFFERDEN'T 20's

COMET

Poly-cotton jacquards
•
with
2" waistband,
cuff.,Sizes 10 to 18-in--.assorted color).0
1

A large assortment
mens slacks. Sizes
to 42. Buy now!
Ladies & Teens

PLATFORM
SLING

7

uppers with 3"
straight heel.
Sizes to 10 in
black.

A large assortment of
the latest fall stylee!
Choose from many!
;

Reg. 85•97

NAME
STREET
TOWN

STATE

Ladies & Girls

KNEE-HI SOCKS
Assorted sizes 3 for
and

colors!

100

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

DRAWING FOR 100.00-CASH PRIZE
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_Murray Schools Band Program Has Record Number of Members

odels
70582
S-425

The instrumental music
programi in the Murray City
Schools topped the 300 mark for
the first time this year, according to .Toe Sills, band
director.
The program is in the second
year under directors Sills and
James Light, and has been
segmented into a four-level
training program which is
unique in the area.
A record number of beginners
in the sixth grade have begun
this week, with 86 from Murray
Middle and 26 from the
University making up the 10E
member "C" band. The "B"
band is composed of 67 seventh
graders who are in their second
year of study, and 48 eighth
graders make up the Middle
School "A" band. In parades,
the A and B bands are combined
to form the 115-member Murray
Middle School Marching Band.
In the Murray school system
there are 44 students studying
flute, 92 clarinetists, 26
saxophonists, 65 studying
trumpet, 27 trombonists, seven
French horns, 11 baritones, 11
bases, and 30 percussionsts.
This does not include the 14member Murray High flag
corps.
Plans for the Middle School
bands for this year include
:concentrated work on fundamentals of good musicianship, studies of various styles of
suitable literature, and introduction to street and field
marching.
The Middle School band will
appear in several parades this
year, including the Murray

"My wbole gun collection
gone!"
And just at the start of
hunting
season!
A
resmieder—'all risk', gun
insurance, hunter liability
insurance, and a hunters
adcident
policy
are
available at Murray Insurance Agency

State University homecoming Parade Oct. 27.
parade, the Paris Fish Fry
Additinital activities include
Parade, and possibly the basketball pep band, stage
Hurnbolt Strawberry Festival
d, solos, ensembles, conparade or a Christmas parade. '
.E.A. Band Festival,
In addition, they will perform
in several concerts and the A
and B w bands will participate
in the Kentucky
Music
Educator's Concert Band
Festival, to be held in April at
Murray State.
Other activfties that will
involve ltdde School band
members inclade the Middle
School Pep Balrid, the MiddIi
School Stage Band, and the
First District Honor Bald,
HIGH SCHOOL BAND
The Murray High School
Band is the final step for a band
member in the city . school
system. In the past, numerous
students have also been
awarded scholarship grants to
continue their music study at
- the university level.
The Murray High Marching
Band performs at most of the
high school football games, and
plans to enter three competitive
events this fall.
These events will include the
K.M.E.A. marching contest
Oct. 13, the Mayfield Band
Spectacular Oct. 27, and the
Memphis State University Band
Festival Nov. 3 in Memphis.
Other fall performances
include Honor Band of '73,
which was held Saturday, Sept.
22, at the MSU-Tennessee Tech
game; MSU Band Day on Sept,
n, and the MSU Homecoming

Local Resident
Completes Course
Jerry L Bolls, 1506 Beirnonte
Drive, local representative for
Mutual of Omaha and United of
Omaha, has been awarded a
certificate for successful
completion of an iatensive
course in advance life insurance
underwriting.
The seminar, held recently at
the Hershey Hotel in Hershey,
Pennsylvania, gave special
attention to wills, trusts,
business insurance, and various
other facets of the more
technical aspects of the life
insurance industry.
Invitation to this course is
based upon the representatives'
completion of a series of insurance industry study courses
as well as personal sales
achievements.
Bolls is associated with the
R.B. Condon Agency, general
agency for Mutual and United in
Louisville.

All-State Band, spring parades,
and an as yet undertermined
major spring trip in 1974.
"The band program is an
integral. part .of the Murray

receives fltiancial
Several fund raising events
assistance for the Murray by the band members help to
Bdard of Education and the round out the expenses of
trips
Murray Band Boosters," Sills and special events. Events
aaid.
-scheduled for this year are the
annual Community Birthday
calenndar sale,a holiday candle
sale, shampoo sale, and world's
finest chocolate sale.
The Murray High Band has
been very favorably received at
its halftime performances this
fall, and is continually working
to upgrade its perfomrances
week by week. The support of
the coriummITS, has had a
tremendous effect on the
progress of this worthwhiel
activity, Sills said, in expressing his appreciation for
the support.

Brent Boston, and Sheila Sullivan are among 86 beginning
sixth
graders from Murray Middle School in the band program.
Seated
is James Light, woodwind teacher, and standing is Joe
Sills, brass
teacher.

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN—Lorne Greene, star of the television "Griff" series,
is serving as
National Highway Week chairman. Joining him in promotion of Kentucky Highway
Week are the
Kentucky Rebels; the Thrasher Brothers of "America Sings;" Mr.
Bass, J.D. Sumner and the
Stamps Quartet appearing with Elvis Presley in Las Vegas this year; Farm
Young who appeared at
the Kentucky State Fair last month; Tom T. Hall, singer and songwriter
whose hit tune "Harper
Valley P.T.A." made him famous; and Minnie Pearl, star of the Grand ole Opry
and a regular on the
"HeeHaw" series. Greene, center, is shown with president
the American Association of State
Highway Officials, Tom Atria, left, and AASHO Executive Director Wank
Staiseth.

Take your pick and clean up with

Frigidaire.

Low sale prices,plus
90,95,or $213 back from 'Frigidaire.

Pick the Frigidaire
Jet Action Washer.
Get $10 cash back.

- Pick the Frigidaire
Laundry Center.
Get $15 cash Back.

Pick the Frigidaire
Washer/Dryer Pair.
Get $20 cash back.

There are over 200,000 retail
stores, selling greeting cards
throughout the United States to-

4,TIRES
Model LCT3-120

Model WCD3T
For big loads, little loads; delicatas to denims.
With thit Frigidaire Custom DeLuxe Washer, you
can dial your choice of four wash/rinse temperature
combinations to take care of "no. iron" fabrics,
knits, any of today's washables. Turn another dial
for Normal and Gentle wash cycles and spin
speeds. Permanent press care is automatic. Wash
1 piece to 18 lbs. without attachments. Match the
water level to the load.

Models WCD3T/DCD3T
Offer expires Oct. 14
Compact package wastves and dries family-sized
loads. Yet it's only 24" wide. Operates on ordinary
household current, wherever there's a separate
15 amp circuit. Washer deep-cleans with exclusive
Agi-tub; Regular and Delicate cycles; 4 water
temperature combinations. Even, thorough drying
with Flowing Heat. "Sorting Fingers" to separate
clothes as they tumble.

Otter expires Oct. 14

Solve big-family washday problems. Wash 1 piece
to 18 lbs You get normal to gentle agitation;
drenching warm or cold rinses; spins that pamper
damp-dry delicates or cottons. Flowing Heat Dryer
has automatic Permanent Press Care. Dries up to
full 18 lbs. Loads free and easy through wide opening.

$438

Offer expires Oct. 14

FRIGIDAIRE,CLEAN UP OFFER
HIGHWAY RETREADS
Contour-blend tread design
molded into tire body for
new - tire look. Positive
tread bonding for long tire
life. Deep shoulder grooves
provide good wear.

Take your
pick,
clip the
coupon
and get
cash back
from
Frigidaire.

Buy a Frigidaire Laundry Pair (VIC63T Washer and any Dryer), a Frigidaire Laundry
Center (103-2 or LCT3-1201, or the Frigidaire Washer (W003T) between Sept 23
and Oct 14 Mail this coupon. with a copy of your sales slip, to the address shown
postmarked nn later than midnight. Monday, Oct. 15. 1973
below
and
Frigidaire will mail you . check for $20 $15 or SID. as (rdicaled below

Mail completed coupon and sales slip 10: Frigidaire Clean up Offer. P.O.
Box 140A, Detroit, Michigan 44232.

, $10 cash 1 1$15 cash
Fr,oldaire WC033 Washer

Frigidaire LC3-2 or
LC13-120 Laundry Center

$20 cash
Frigidmr• Laundry Pair
IWCD3T Washer and any Dryer)

(Please check applicable box)

Name (please print)

Limited time
offer. Expires
Oct.14

Addrese
City
slate
Zip
• .-Note Coupon rr,ust be received no later than November I. 1973 Ofter void where
prohibited.
taxed, or restricted by law Allow aPproximately '30 days alter receipt of coupon at Frigidaire
for delivery of check

FRIGIDAIRE
*Price includes
Fed. Ex. Tax
29to, 404
each fire,

Just at We time of year when you're looking for washday capacity and fabric care. Frigidaire is making it
easier than ever to get. To prove it. lust check the coupon above and see how you can get a $10, $15 or $20
refund from Frpdaire when you buy A dependable Frigidaire washer. Laubdry Center or Washer/Dryer pair.

Sears Catalog Sales Office
1111411. SOEIVCI Ara) CO

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
Murray,Ky.Pb.7534311

•-•-• *1.1.41.--e`re

411 Maple Street

•

Phone 753-1713
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TO PE AIRES gt
NEW YORK (AP) -- John T. among petroleum dealers in
Pupls)p, director of the Cost of setting ceiling prices.
Living Council, said retail gasa---*
BELLE MEAD, N.J.(AP) —
line price increases will be
granted in due course." Dun- The disclesure by a doctor that
lop said hikes that reflect new he has been a homosexual for
wholesale-level increases will 30 years drew praise from felbe approved. But he said he low physicians. Dr. Howard J.
was opposed to demands of Brown, 49, received sustained
gasoline retailers that they be applause from an audience of
allowed to pass along automati- about 600 medical men at a
cally to the motortat their high- symposium on human sexualer eosts. Meanwhile, the Senate ity. Brown, a former New York
voted 90-6 in favestraf a House- My health official,.urged felpassed amendment to an appro- low doctors to help patients ac'anon bill to prohibit the cept rather than conceal homocouncil from discriminating sexuality.

ROWLEY, Iowa,(AP) — "I
thought it was the_ end of the world—or the end of me, anyway," said an engineer who
survived the collapse of a 2,000foot broadcasting tower. Five
men were killed in the twisted
wreckage. KCRG transmitter
engineer Leo Halsch said he
crawled beneath a console in
the transmitter building as the
40100rat.;:r
tower buckled arid collapsed.
program sponsored by the Calloway
Four of the victims were on a
MTh SPONSoRSHOW—Tbe Gospel-Aires vat* part of a
at 7:30 p.m. Also on the program
beginning
night
Friday
m
auditoriu
school
high
hoist removing and replacing
the
at
County F'FA
left to right, Ray Houston. Adron
are,
es
Gospel-Air
the
of
support irons. The fifth was on
will be the Fire Mountain group. Members
Taylor and Dwayne Barrow
Ann
Ruth
Morris,
the ground.
Cole, Andy McBee,Ceylon Morris, Carol Sloan, Gall

Special
Selection!
MEN'S

LADIES

PANTY
HOSE

LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS

PROXMIRE ATTACKED—Sen. William Proxmire ID-Wis sits
at home after he was attacked by two youths while walking home
from the Capitol in Washington, D.C.Proxmire suffered minor
injuries. Both youths were arrested and charged with assault on a
member, of Congress.
i AP Wirephoto)

French Honorary
Society To Meet
At Wolfson Home
The first meeting of the year
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — of the Pi Delta Phi French
Episcopalians today choose a honorary society will be held
new leader to guide their tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m.
church for the next decade. at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
with possibilities hinted of a Alfred Wolfson, 310 N. 14th
protest by black clergymen if a Street.
Mississippi bishop gets the iniMrs. Elizabeth Belote, a
tial nod from his fellow pre- professor of French at Mayfield
lates.
High School and a member of
Such a dissent would be un- the honorary, will present a
precedented in the church's slide program on her recent
normally formalized method of voyage of France.
choosing a presiding bishop.
Pi Delta Phi is a national
The initial—and usually French honorary founded in
decisive choice—comes in a 1906 at the University of
solemn secret gathering of the California for the purposes of
church's 200-member House of increasing the knowledge and
Bishops, five of whom have admiration of Americans for
been nominated candidates for the contributions of France to
the top post.
world culture, stimulating and
However, under the denomi- encouraging such cultural
the
lay
nation's constitution,
activities that would lead to a
clergy branch of its bicameral deeper appreciation of France
legislature, the 900-member and her people, and recognizing
House of Deputies, also has to outstanding scholarship in the
concur in the selection to make French language and literature,
it final
a club spokesman said.
This has been almost autoThe Zeta Omicron chapter
several
matic in the past. but
here at Murray State University
black clergymen and liberal is composed of faculty,
while churchmen plan to resist students, and townspeople
concurrence if dissatisfied.
interested in the preservation of
The five nominees were Bish- the French culture. Memops John M. Mlin of Jackson, bership is selective, and several
Miss., Christoph Keller Jr., of academic requirements are
Little Rock, Ark.; Robert R. imposed. Meetings are held four
Spears of Rochester, N.Y.; C. times during the academic year
Kilmer Myers of San Fransico as the residences of Murray
and John H. Burt of Cleveland. members.
M an indication of where
Dr. Bertrand Ball, professor
they stand on the progressive- of French at MSU, serves as
conservative spectrum, Bishops chapter advisor. Ruth Baxter, a
Burt, Spears and Keller have MSU senior from Owensboro,
favored admitting women to will serve as chapter president
the priesthood—a key con- for the forthcoming year.
vention issue—while Bishops
Allin and Myers have opposed

$200
Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
HIGHWAY 641 -MURRAY, K Y.

LOSE UGLY FAT

All First Quality!

Some items not exactly as illustrated.

PROTECTIVE SHAVE
Choice of Regular,
Menthol or Lime.

4'x6'

ASSORTED

WILLIAMS

AREA
RUGS

THROW
PILLOWS

LECTRIC
SHAVE

Reg.

Values to

6.47

Sale
4-oz. can
/
61

100 Tablets

VANQUISH

BLO

The extra strength pain formula

SHOES

BRECK

WHITE RAIN

HAIR SPRAY

SHAMPOO

Choice of regular, oily,
extra hold, unscented.

Assorted
Lengths
PRE-CUT

LADIES DRESS

Reg. '1.59

Choice of Normal, Dry,
Oily. 7-oz. bot.

Black r Brown
Navy Blue

NOw

Reg, _
6.99

JIG SAW KIT
Includes 7514 Jig Saw,
V2151 Rip & Circle Guide, 4
Assorted Blades, Blade
Packet, Carrying Case.

THE I
BLACK & DECKER

BLACK & DECKER
26 PIECE

BLACK & DECKER
2 SPEED

Attorney General
Rules Against A
Prize Drawing

The new presiding bishop
chosen succeeds Bishop John
E. Hines, who has held the office for nearly a decade as the
administrative head and
—MNICFORT,- Ky TAPT--:pastor and spokesman of the The state attorney general's ofnation's 3.5 million Episcopa- fice says a drawing for a prize
lians.
at the Hopkins County Fair in
August apparently violated the
Kentucky Law against lotteries.
Start losing weight today or money
Marion Stokes Jr. of Madibeck. MDIVADE X a a tiny tablet
sonville wrote to the attorney
and easy to tak•. MONADEX will
help curb your desire for excess general's office questioning the
food..Eat les - weigh lees. Contains
promotional drawing, for which
no dangerous drum and will not
maks you nervous. No strenuous chances were issued to ticket
exercise. Change your life ... shirt
purchasers at the gate of the
today. MONADE X cost $3.00 for
a 20 day supply. Largo economy
--J.-fair
:
sae is $5.00. Also try AOUATABS
Asst. Atty. Geri. Anna H.
they work gently to heft) you lose
water-btoat. ANDO ATABS -a "water Isaacs said the drawing as depiir that works - $3.00. Both
scribed by St&ses actually was
guaranteed and sold by:
Savrife Drugs Bel ti,r: Shopping
a lottery and illegal in KenCenter-Mail Orders Fdled
tucky.

each

3/8" DRILL KIT
-I-No. 71103/8 " drill
Includes
with burnout-protected motor for
long dependable service life,
3 drill bits, 3" cotton buffing
wheel, 3" grinding wheel ,'I5
assorted sanding discs, wheel
arbor and 5" backing pad,
chuck key-holder, custom
molded carrying case

CIRCULAR -

SAW
Model -1301
Powerful 1 h.p. motor, includes lir
combination blade.

Model 7519

MASKING
TAPE

DECOLON

VINYL

Rups

by Armstrong
Size 9'x12'
Many colors and patterT to
choose from

Fast Print Copy Canter

TELEVISION ANTENNA KITS

NA

•Complete with guy wire
•For color or black & white
•6 ft mast

Reg. '19.95

(FORMERLY vAt_rsivisof.......wwevir441
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICBS,

BOOSTER
CABLE

WHILE-YOU-WAIT
PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

v Twist Proof

BLACK & DECKER

Model 7404

LARGE ASSORTMENT

INISHING SELF-FIX PRODUCTS
SANDER

Price

10,000 Orbits per Minute
— Tangle Free — All Copper Wire
8 Tt

Reg. '15.99 Save 50%

v.**

Below Dealer Cost

•Hooks •Mirrors •Towel Racks
- .•Liogerie Dryers •Others
SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT!!

PHONE 753-4662
504.8 MAtN STREE T
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

BEA1

LIL' I

•
•••11P

a

Call
753-1916

eli

MUSIC

'NI

NIP"

MUSIC LESSONS

oB MUSIC CENTER

vurn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

s
WE ()WALLY
J
-LATO0
(
4
0,0 1.1.14104-111-tDO AROUND HERE
AFTER DINNER
CHUCK
'

U MEAN YOU DON'T TALK?
HOW ABOUT RAKIN6 CHECKERS
OR S0mE114lN670R MAIN6 FOE?
OR CATC141N6 FIREFLIES 7

r

7

"MP'

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY
Need two‘ or three good
men or women who have a
sincere desire to enter the
sales field. Exclusive
territories open in thisarea
and throughout the state.
This is not an insurance
position and there is no
financial investment
required. Positions are
with a highly respected 17year-old company.
No previous sales experience is necessary.
Those chosen will receive
expert training. You must
have an automobile and be
free to travel county wide,
full time. We require
mature individuals with
good reputations and good
work backgrounds. Earnings your first year shoukl
be in excess of $12,500.
Please include full name,
age, address and telephone
in first letter. Personal
interviews will be arranged
in your home town. All
replies kept confidential.
WRITE: P.O. Box 32-F,
Murray, Ky. 421171.

OR NOW ABOUT PUTTING
'TOGETHER A PUZZLE OR
POPPING 60/AE CORN ? DO
1cOU HAVE A STAMP COLLECTION?
Aearr PAINTS,CHUCK ?MA40E
WE COULD PO %ME WISTER COLORS ?

(
Ar

...,U4:14

c-wea

BLONDIE
OH,comE ON, oAGw000
.40T-H,KJG ts PERFECT-

LI

KNEW YOU'D •P'INID
SOME T1-1846
WCZONG WITA

WELL-,THEN—LEr's

Jusr sAY IT WAS
ALMOST PERFecT

GEE,
AT WAS
PERFECT

•
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•

(
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNTTY

AUCTION SALE

MUSK.

/AUCTION SALE Saturday, Oct.
8, 10:00 a.m., at the Johnny and
Lola Kelso Home,3 miles west of
Lynn Grove, Ky. Extra good old
—Voice
—Drums
— Accordion
estate auction, with lots of
—Piano
—Guitar
—Banjo
collectors items. Two walnut
—Organ
—Trumpet
—Band
beds with old bureaus, old
rockers, two old pie safes, can be
Professional Teachers for all Instruments
traced back for 125 years, lots of
picture frames odd tables, good
glass and china, corn sheller,
fancy quilts, bone handle switDixieland -753-7575-Murray
chblade knife, stone jars and
jugs, iron kettles, too many
PIANO SALE. As low as $585.00.
good collectors items to itemize:
Lonardo Piano Couipar, across
Stove and refrigerator, oak
from Post Office, Paris, Tendresser, whatnots of all kinds,
nessee.
05C
large 16t Thdd hand tools and
grab boxes. Will sell real estate
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
40 acres of nice level and in top
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
state of fertility, 27 acres tillible
Piano Company, across from frame house and outbuilding, on
Post-Office, Paris, Tena good road with ka mile frontage.
nessee.
05C This would be good investment
property, nice country home, or
TUNING—repairPIANO
retirement place. Terms: 25
rebuilding. Prompt. expert ser- percent down on day of sale,
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben balance in 30 days or upon
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentuccky. receipt of deed. Real Estate.
TFC
Phone 753-8911.
sells at 12 noon rain or shine.
ONE SET of. Tymboli's in good Announcements made the day of
condition. One year old. Phone sale takes precedence over all
489-2690, after 5:00 p.m.
06NC printed matter. Sale conducted
by Chester & Miller Auction
Service, 435-9042, or 435-4672.
Brokers sponsor Stroud Realtors,
DRUM LESSONS, for further Owen Billington Broker. Office in
information phone 489-2690, if no Bel-Air Shopping Center. It pays
answer phone 753-6213-both after to sell the Chester Miller
010NC way.
5 p.m.
04?

Ualloway
program
Adron
Barroo.

THURSDAYA7OCTOBER 4, 073.
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PACKELEVEN

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, •

AUTOS FOR SALE

Call
753-194
SERVICES OFFERED

AUTOS FOR SALE

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
GREMLIN—NM six(
7211111r,*DUNE BUGGY,fiberglass body,
piumbing_elearical-roofing and
1
air, 3300 miles. Phone 753nap. enrorThe wheels, Mickey Th°mP" carpentry. Phone 753-5997 days or
6115.
nights.
753_7625
the
rear,
on
wheels
"" son racing
TFC
factory rebuilt engine. $575.00.
PLYMOUTH FURY II-1965,
05NC
Phone 753-8124.
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
new generator, radiator, hoses, ,
Company, 607 South 4th Street
plugs, wires and brake job.
.Octoberl7C
Phone 713-1346_
Engine and transmission in
LEGAL NOTICE
excellent condition. Phone 753Sears
Sears
DI
UTTERING
04C ORDINANCE NUMBER 589.
1940 after 5:00 p.m
BEING
AN
ORDINANCE seamless gutters, installed per
HAVE YOUR own business now!
your specifications '& all Larry
No financial risk. Great potential DODGE-1969 pickup, automatic DECLARING THE NEED, Lyles at 753-2310 for free
a NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
used
as
Been
warranty.
in
6,
working part time. Phone 753TFC
Phone Sam Harris AND INTENTION OF THE CITY estimate.
1470.
October 17C car. $1750.00.
OF
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,
TO
05C
753-8061.
ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
PLYMOUTH-1965 Sports Fury, TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE installation. Phone 7534150. TFC
two door hardtop, blue, air, CITY OF MURRAY KEN
Juice. No selling. Service
steering
and brakes. Sharp! TWCKY; AND ACCURATELY BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
company accounts. 6 to 10
05C DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Phone
753-0525.
hours weekly. Net 818 per
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
hour. Cash investment
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
required $2,185 to $7,070
1970 FORD 1 ton dual wheel long TUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANsecured. Expand with
wheel base. New
Park Hurst NEX.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
company financing. Buy
grain bed, 4 speed transmission. Bg IT ORDAINED BY THE steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
back agreement For inOSP COMMON COUNCIL OF THE Master 489-2504.
382-9114.
TFC
formation or interview
CITY OF MURRAY, KENInclude phone number to
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
1967 DODGE VAN, slant 6 moto SECTION I: That it is needful, Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
mechanicly good throughout, necessary and desirable that the 13th Street, "Evety day you I
5205 Leesburg Pike automatic transmission, mag following described lands lying delay lets bugs have their
wheels(G-78 Tires). Call 753-2806
adjacent and contiguous to the way."
Suite 204
06C
night or 753-3422 days.
present boundary limits of the
TF—C
)
ails Church, Va. 22041
City of Murray, Kentucky, be IRON & Metal work, rebu
EXTRA CLEAN 1966 Ford annexed to said City of Murray. trailer beds.Phone 753-2449.
09C
pickup, call 492-8401.
PROCLMAT1ON
Kentucky, and become a part
'WHEREAS, Calloway County's
WILL CUT and top trees. For
thereof, to-wit:
pork industry is a major 1960 DODGE Dart, good motor
Beginning at a point on the information phone 753-1441 05C
source of agriculture income and transmission, two snow tires northwest corner of the present
to this county, and contributes included $100.00. See at 1710
city limits located on Kentucky FURNITURE stripping (3 X 8
substantially to the economy Keenland Drive or phone 753121 Eypass; thence north to a foot Vats) and complete chair
OSC
and welfare of Calloway 4773.
point on the Quarter Section Line caneing service. The Olde Shoppe
County and Kentucky, and
of the Southeast Quarter of next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753WHEREAS, Calloway County's 1967 BUICK La Saber, four door, Section 21, Township 2, Range 4 8240.
November 6C
pork production is a part of hardtop, double power, air East; thence east with the
the fourth largest agriculture conditioned, tinted glass. Price Quarter Section Line of Section ASPHALT Driveways, and
income segment of this $200.00. Phone 489-2171 after 7 21, Township 2, Ftnge 4 East to a parking lots sealed, professional
state's agriculture economy, p.m.
09P point 1,354 feet west of the west finishing. Estimates freely
right-of-way on North 16th given. Phone collect 247WHEREAS, Calloway County's
Street: thence north 3.242 feet to 3423.
November 6P
have 1961 OLDSMOBILE, unusually a point paralled with North 16th
pork
producers
05C Street; thence east 1,054 feet to a
Call
436-2427.
clean,
$275.00
dramatically improved the
WILL DO baby-setting in my
point 300 feet west of the west
quality and healthfulness of
home Monday thru Friday. Call
16th
on
North
right-of-way
pork today thru untiring ef- 1961 CHEVY, newly built 275
489-2355.
05C
forts in selection, breeding, horse, 283 with Hooker headers, Street; thence north petalled
point
Street
to
a
with
16th
North
and management, and
300 horse heads and Lunati calk
I REAS, Calloway County's four speed and 411 positrae. west fifths month right-of-way on SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
Utterbasti_ thence east Electric Compkete pump repair
pork producers are a pail of, !Wine 431-231A_
_._ _
with the soell- et-of-way on service. Let us check your old
and supporting their own
Road le a point 123.71 pump for you before you buy a
Phelan*
organization on a County, 1969 PONTIAC Catalina:riga*
new one. 24 hour emergency
State and National basis to sedan with air conditioning, tout week of the went
further the image of their 63,000 miles,$850. 489-2187 09C SE U.S. 641; thence north 240.3It service. Phone 753October30C
feet to a point north of the north 5.41
occupation
and conduct
Road;
right-of-way on Utterback
research for the continued
1111111 PONTIAC-extra clean four
CONSTRUCTION—
improvement of their product door Sedan, 52,000 actual miles, thence east 300 feet to a point on CEMENT
the west right-of-way, on US. porches, patios, driveways and
and industry, and
new Tires, air and power. Priced
641, thence south 199.29 feet with garages. 20 years experience.
"I REAS, CalloWay County's
to sell. See at Kentucky Lake Oil
pOrk producers are a sup- Co. olpliOne 753-1323 after 5 pm:the west. right-of-way, on US. Phone Lee Childress, 753the half Section 6170.
01713
porting part of the National Ciff753-5763.
OfiC 641; to a point on
line of Section 15, Township 2,
Pork Producers Council and
Range 4 East; thence east with
its October Porkfest program,
Don't read this unless yOu're
and
MERCURY MONTERAY-1967. the half Section Line of Sections looking
for a mobile home with
•1 REAS,in the public interest Good condition. New tires. Phone 14 and 15, Township 2, Range 4
igh quality and low cost If
of this county and the entire 753-1979 or see at 506 North 2nd East to a point on the west are, Men start looking at
Bill's Mobile Homes
pork industry, the pork Street.
010P property line of LN. R.R. thence
Highway 441 South
property
line
west
with
the
south
producers of Callow ay C,ounty
in
Murray.
urge everyone to enjoy pork FORD LTD-1965, four door of L.N. R.R. to a point on the
and
every day and especially hardtop, all power, new paint job. present city limits; thence west,
MO Clarks Riyer Road
in Paducah
south and west with the present
during the month of October: Phone Thomas Hodges 753V A and bank f inanc ing
06P city limits to points of beginning.
7143.
availabfe
N)W, THEREFORE, I, Robert
Call collect for information
SECTION II: That it is the
0. Miller, Judge of Calloway
753 7303 Murray
CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1966, intention of City of Murray,
or
County, do hereby proclaim
443 6150 Paducah
two door hardtop Super Sport. All Kentucky, to annex to City of
the month of October, 1973, as
power and factory air. Local car Murray, Kentucky, so as to
CALLOWAY COUNTY OCextra good condition. Phone become a part thereof, the
TOBER PORKFEST and in
06P territory described in SECTION I A BUSINESS without a sign 15 a
753-5482 after 4:110 p.m.
encourage all Calloway
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
hereof.
Countians to assist and parTFC
Company,753-8346.
500
exticipate in this program to FORD
FIRST
ADOPTED ON
1964 Galas.•4‘Le,
,.
benefit not only a vary im- cepuonalay clean .1 , 4 ()erre(' READING ON THE DeDAy Heirint
steering and September. 1373.
RY'S REFINISHING Se
-7porta0--segmenf—iii- our engine, power
county's agriculture economy, brakes. If interested call 753ADOPTED ON SECOND Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
, 06NC READING ON THE 27th DAY OF South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
but also the good health and 6086.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492-,
welfare of all of us.
September, 1973.
TFC
8837.
Signed: Robert 0. Miller
CITY
OF
COUNCIL,
COMMON
PONTIAC,1967. Excellent
(Judge I
coalition. MM. phone 75,1_ MURRAY, KENTUCKY
_
By Holmes Ellis
05,c
-TIMBER—LODGE of Tenn—
aWringMayor, City .of Murray,'Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Kentucky
Tennessee will do your stone
Ansa*,to Yesierdey's Punta
ATTEST:
work. Large selections of stone.
OOME
U0130
EOM
3 Indonesian
Stardord Andenn '
ACROSS
Phone 901-593-3534.
TEC
.- MFOO
tribesman
4 Places
MMUMM OM UMG Clerk,City of Murray,KenI taiddledle
5
The
5 Simians
October 13C LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.:„
tucky
TOM WHOP
srieetsop
9 Give
OUGOEGOE MO
6 [quality
heed
Having trouble getting those odds
7 Teutonic
=WU MPP 00U
11 Begins
SERVKES OFFERED
jobs done Free estimate. No jot?,
deity
13 Latm
3flUOPUUMM
RIP
8 Declared
coniunction
to small. Phone 753NOM MD UOMCM
9 Shakespearian
14 Studio
king
OD OPPP01000 B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
0605.
16 Exclamation
October24C
basernents, foundations, patios,
10 Wants
17 Unit of
017100i; UOMM
11 Move
Siamese
retaining
driveways,
OUN
OM
UPOSMP
sidewalks,
sidewise
currency
E100 MUMM MOW
19 Sores
walls, etc. Septic tank in12 Edible
OMM ODOM PPM' stallations,437-4734 or 43720 Musk - as
fish
ALUMINUM
written
15 Meadow
41 Smelt
32 Ghsten
0ctober23C
21 Harvest
4765.
18 Clothesmakers
SIDING
rugs
"PARTNER WANTED" to
handle local accounts for public
corporation! Fast moving
childrens records RCA-DisneyCBS. No selling! Excellent income possible! You must be
bondable inid-have $3,300 to invest which is returnable. Call
collect Mr. Bruce(214)24306P
11001.

uice Vending

A.M.I. Juice Div.

Crossword Puzzle

omnu

NANCY

c

, ARE

I JUST CAN'T BEAR "TO SEE
NANCY WORKING(SO HARD

PLAYING

YOU

BLIND -MAN'S BUFF?

thik

NO

moo

-

440
X?)
LUC ABNER
os t

err

-DEN
E-.....
-S0 TELL ME CORNF1
LYTiA
WHO 111 Ti-I'SMOOTH-TALK I Isr.
-HEART-BREA-Cl/3' RAT WHAT
STOLE.‘,40'FUM HIM?

WEIS ASGOOD AS
ALONE!! DUDE
TOOK A'
liaklOCKOUT
PILL-:

4

•

4

if

.
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.•• s •••• ,••
•im km..*gore ••••no•

—

23 Pigeon
pea
24 Imetated
25 Irritates
27 Was
mistaken
29 Sign of
zodsac
30 Exist
31 Groans
33 Tint
35 Fat of
sveine
36 Man's
nickname
38 Trade for
money
40 Possessive
pronoun
41 Bogged
down
43 Inlet
44 Saint
(abbr )
45 Lamp
47 Roman
- -Sods
48 Cylindrir al
5111 Selfsaw
52 Soaks
53 Spider's
traps
DOWN

10-4

1 Distasteful
2 Bone

Racer
Beg
Tapestry
Vast
see
2s Cheer
31 Substance

20
22
24
26

33 Rain and
had
34 Omits Iron,
pronunc iat ion
35 Roster
37 Skill
39 Den

42
45
46
49

Delineated
Permit
Boni
Note of
scale
Si Tobeieutosis

illiiiillitv"••••••ii Eng
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FOR ALI: your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.

Maintenance Free
More Painting
We cover all wood. It will
cut 30 per-cent off your
heat bill

BUILDING
GARAGE
aluzninurn. siding, carports a
additions. Now is the time
build. Call collect Mayfield 247
s
7671

Can for Free Estimates

416-11•6

CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
pushing, fence row, stumps and
FURNITURE STRIPPING &
i
ditches,etc. Phone 753Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
9887.
October
19C1
West of Murray-on Hwy. 94. Dan
f."
McDaniel,owber. 753TIMBER—LODGE on Teen4_
'
1
November 6C Tacky take, Route 1, $pringvtlie,t

TOmiumolk will build conin4d47
ROY HARMON finish carpenter fireplaces, starting at only!
:
Custom buildilig and remodeling 095.00. Selection of stonev
Houses trimmed-formica top. vailable. Satisfaction!'
work - guaranteed Phone 901-513and doors—Quality
TF(,3534
manship -Phone 7534790
TFC

T

_

• •

e".

•
•
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THE LEDGER & T.IM.ES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Ifs

Call
_7537_19 1 6
SERVICES OFFERED

-With A Classified

Call _
753-19 16

REALESITATE FOILSALE
REAL EirrAn FOR SALE
ItELP WANTED
LOST di FOUND
=LP WANTED
ALMO-Heights,four-bedroom
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
SHORES-Large brick on approximately 2 acre
FIJRNISIIrniffligd-L°81 4+e4g4H' eerpe(
Phone Paris,642-6451.
FC'T KENIANA
.--"4'
wooded lots for $25 down di $25 wooded lot with frontage on two
two bedroom apartment, central s...Restore them with Blue
heat and air, wall to wall carpet. Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
per month-All untilities including highways. 11
/
2 baths, dining
FOR SALE
water-Lake access-All weather room, carpet, natural- gas, city
$1. Western Auto home of
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterAvailable now. Phone 753"Wishing Well Gift Shop." -04C
streets. !Phone 436-5320 or 436- water, carport, double garage,
pillar Phone 753-9807.
4331.
October
Octobe
r9C
HAPPY TRAIL
2473.
19C
October 27C small outbuilding. $20,000.00.
FOUND LADY'S ring, white gold
CAMPER SALES
Phone 753-1753.
CLEAN UP shop at Midway. with multiple diamond
06P
setting,
103 E. 12th, Benton, Ky.
& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality Pick Up Topper
Phone 753-5311.
OctoberlOC found near Tidwell's Paint Store
Selection: 73
QUIET
Star
OFTHE COUNTRY--witlithis fine 2 bedroom frame
Craft, Cavalier and venwork guaranteed. BuSine38
MOBILE HOME, completely an Main Street. Person can have
eee Pop Up Trailers
home, located about 4.rnihis from town; excellent
residential. Free estimates.' 527-1500
Identify
Laying
.
for
ing and paying for ad.furnish
ed, adults only. Paris
newlyweds or retiring couple. Home is about 6 years
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Phone 753-6188.
old
05C
Landing
.
Phone
btween
5:00
and
and
in good condition. Priced at 6,800.
7201.
TFC
6:00
p.m.
901-6427361.
SALE
FOR
04C
OR REYT
LOST Key Ring, with several
COMPLETE BOOKEEPING
SMALL HAY OR CATTLE FARM-5 acres and extra
nice
Service if you feel you need a THREE bedroom. North of
brick home L'2 mile off 94 west; has a good stock barn
VACANT LARGE two bedroom keys. Key chain from Dwayne
and
bookkeeper but your business is Murray 527-8529.
apartment, electric heat $85.00 Taylor Chevrolet. If found return
06C
farrowing shed. This all brick 3 bedroom home has a
large
not large enough to employ a
Or month. No dogs, call 753-8333 to County Judge's office, Court
shady yard, fireplace and all built-in appliances,
nice
house.
04C
person call us. Experienced in all
or 753-7671.
drapes. Call now to see this one.
05C
phases of bookkeeping, pay rolls, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOUND WEANING size pig
taxes and etc. Also a complete 160 AcRES
A LOT FOR A---LIFTLE-Only 4,000 buys this
HOUSE IN New Concord, four
,One mile from Cadiz,
good older
vicinity of Kirksey. Describe arid
line of typing services: Free pick Kentucky,
frame
rooms
home
and
in,Kirk
bath, air conditioned
sey. Has a bath, electric wall heat,
1% miles from
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
pay
for Ad. Call 489-2440.
up and delivery if desired. Call Barkley Lake. Paved
051'
good well and shade trees.
TIRE SERVICEMEN age 18 stove and refrigerator furnished,
road, city
experience to run 15 states. Must
753-0605.
Nov.5C water. $300.00 per
two
car
garage,
through
and
yard.
25
Phone
must
have drivers
acre. Phone
have 6 months experience on
LOST: Black male calf, weighs
DON'T WAIT-Call now to see this farm you
license. Part or full time. No 436-2374.
753-9850 evenings.
04C approximately
have been
011C
steel or machinery. Call Ace
571 lbs Call
waiting fo
phone calls please, Murray Tire
resnabout
nd includes a
Doran Hauling & Rigging
Elisha Taylor, 498-8461
05C
BOOKEEPER FULL charge COUNTRY LOTS, extra large.
nice 3
TWO
Mart,
ram
BEDRO
East
OM
e1
brick
Main
o
home
Street.
a road in So.
05C
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
capable of running complete Restricted, water. $3500.00.
Graves Co
three
Can't
miles
south east of Murray,
beat at only
See today.
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
•-•
office. 15 years experience, in Slone Sam Harris 753large den,$125.00 month. 753-3597
FULL
TIME
October
18C
or
accounts, receivable, accounts 8061.
part
time
October 19C
person, or 753-5068.
HOME AND SHOP-Located in Hazel and is ideal
08C
for the
„ 30 to 40 hour week. Pays above
payable, payroll, general ledger,
budget minded. Offers a 3 bedroom frame home and
a new
minimum wage salary. A hard
trail balance and financial LARGE SHADY lot, located
22 x 40 clean-up shop. Priced at only $11,000.
Sales
worker can receive fast advance. FURNISHED three bedroom
statements. Call 753-0605.
08C corner of Lynn Grove Highway
See
Mr. Hartell in the Shoe split level; on the lake at
and Johnny Robertson Road.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME-Located west of Murray
Lakeway Shores $200.00 a month,
and
Happy Birthday
Department at Big K.
WILL DO trash and brush Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
quality built throughout. Has large attractive
04C first and last month's
kitchen,
rent in
nights
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
living room, large den, beautiful bath with vanity;
04C
FOR
advance plus $100 damage
take a
Marion
WANTED LADY or older deposit
look at this one, it's just like new.
753-6130.
TFC
. Four or five college
married couple to live with student
Gardner
'WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
s acceptable,753widow in her home or small home 3210.
CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. Murray
HOME PHONES:
, for your new home or
08P
located in back. Phone 753-5436 or
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your mobile
Keith Moffitt
home. Call owner 753WANTED TO RENT
753-5105. gain, any amount, shell corn or (1774.
753-5068
DIP TWO LARGE mobile homes on
023C
You'll
learn
how to manage
ear corn,for your convenience in
Robert Young
Ky. Lake. 436-2427.
06C
a home decorating cenmaking feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
WANT TO RENT furnished
'WANTED EXPERIENCED
753-2694
ter;
selling
both
retail
and
Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for BY OWNER; two wooded lots.
apartment or efficiency aparttractor
trailer
driver.
Apply
in
outside
MOBILE HOME, 2-bedrooms,
accounts. Immore information..
october9c Sharpe Street, beside park, near
ment for single man. Phone 753person to Mr. Wallen, Paschall carpeted
Multiple
mediate training course is
throughout. All gas. Air- 0638.
schools, shopping
center,
Truck
Lines, Murray, Ky. Equal conditioned. Availab
Listing
06P
Service
supple
mented
by
six
le Oct. 9th.
university. Phone 6061 549Opportunity Employer. Oct.10C Phone 492-8822
304 Main, Murray, Ky.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE. .l494.
months of work-study on
.
October8C
05C
M LS
your first job as Assistant
-J Manager. You'll be fully WANTED responsible person to TWO BEDROOM Furnished
keep two small children in my cottage at Panora
responsible for store acma Shores.
NOTICE
home. Call weekdays, 5-9 p.m., Call 436-5513.
counti
ng,
credits
and
,
A
05C
1
Saturday 12-6 p.m. 753-4131. OfIC
collections; and will
participate
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x50', two
merin
it
ADVERTISING
EXPERIENCE
chandising and in-store
;
CLEANING bedrooms, three blocks from
DEADLINES
women wanted one day a week. college on private lot. Water and •
selling.
Phone 753-0991 or 753-1222. 04C sewerage furnished. Phone 753All display ads, classified
You'll
7833 or 753-5709.
receive
big
compan
y
WALK ACROSS THE BACKYARD and be at the grocery
06C *display
and
k
regular
A GOOD FARM that must be seen to be appreciated is the 166 ,
features - salary, benefits
A
A store. You can when you move into this spacious three
display, must be submitted
NIGHT CLERK Wanted for
acres in the Backusburg community. Approximately 120 41.:
advanc
and
ement - with the
by 12 noon, the day before
;Ili bedroom brick. It has a huge family room, living room, two
motel. Switchboard experience NEATLY FURNISHED one or
acres is fenced in four strand cattle fencing. The price also
world's largest I 2,000
Iftee. full baths, utility large enough for freezer, and eerposia-i---ineltide
publication.
helpful, but not necessary. Must two bedroom apartment, cars a 1971 oxibil*„naaaa,...L........wee--.
,
stores) marketer of paints
t s Included is a 16 ft. x 32 ft. work shop and another outside
All reader classifieds
_
be bondable. Seintresor_ilgtrr.O. peted and air conditioned. May
.
4.̀
" - -- and allied products.
e..,1 storage building. Beautifully landscaped and private
ust be submitted by 4
Box 998, Paris, Tenzielite. 017C be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
yard
APPROXIMATELY 145 ACRES and priced to sell is the farm
74
located 100 South 13th Street. 06C
* also. A couple more extras are central air and a paved drive.
•
8.m. the day before
near C'herry Corner. This has a good tobacco base and is just
ik
Show us a background of
All for only $32,000.00.
tpublication.
waiting for the right buyer. . ,
-_
-__....... . ...
TWQ BEDROOM house, wall to 2••-•••-etp*********
effort and achievement - in
'
ilE
*;
-HELP WANTED
wail carpeting, garage attached
,
ONLY $17,500 FOR A THR*11EDROOM brick and
school,
militar
service
y
or
,
X
frame
JUST LISTED! 100 acres in the ihiloh community. This is
an
to
house. Only one block
Applica
house.
other
in
lines
of
Washer
tions
work.
fill
to
and
position
dryer hook
two blocks from shopexcellent farm. It has eight fields with a pond in each field; ;*
up in garage. Phone 753-1628. 06C
ping center. This one has some carpeting, ,paved drive,
of Clerk-Typist III at the
good well; cow barn; crib-tool house; stock barn and
good Illi
fenced in backyard, and a nice quiet street. Only two blocks
Calloway County Health
Contact Bill Laird for
country home. We'd be happy to show you this farm at your
Department can be picked
from elementary school.
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
immediate
appointment
il€
convenience.
up at the Health Depart8'x40', air conditioned. Shady lot.
X
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
ANOTHER ONE only one block fi UM shopping center
ment at 7th & Olive Streets, $50.00 per month. Phone 489A GOOD INVESTMENT is the five apartm
is this
ent dwelling at 405
re-modeled three bedroom brick with a large den,
Murray, Kentucky. Form
2595.
Southside Shopping
06C
Elm St. This is located close to town and
s
utility.
every apartment is 413
living room, kitchen with dining room, concrete drive,
must be filled out and
occupied. Let us make you an appointment
Center
and
today!
large shady lot. Brand new carpet throughout also
returned to the department
NICE EFFICIENCY apartment
U
753-3321
included
Si
NEAR THE COUNTY LINE with a large, highwa
not
for
later
one or two students, across
than
4:30
p.m.
y frontage tlb;
n Equal Opportunity
is the 10 acres and house near Coldwater.'Possess
ONLY TWO BLOCKS FROM M.S.U. and within easy
Tuesday. October 16, 1973. street from MSU campus.
ion can be X
walking
ployer
M-F
given with deed. Priced at $11,000.00.
distance of High School., middle school and grade
Applicants will be notified
Private parking. Available now.
school_
Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m.
of examination date.
Great location and a good house. Has 1% baths three
Eli
FOR THAT NEIGHBORLY ATMOSPHERE and priced
bedroom,den,living room, utility, fenced yard,central
753-4978.
06C
at n!il.
:. EXPER
heat.
IENCED WAITRESSless than 810,000.00 is that ideal place in Almo. This three
and the price is right at only $20,000.00.
MINIMUM
WANT TO BUY
must be neat, efficient, and free
bedroom house is located on a large lot and ready for ocQUALIFICATION:to work weekends. Average 35 to
cupancy.
A BARGAIN AT $22,500.00 is this three bedroo
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
m brick arith
High School Graduate
built in range, dishwasher, carpeting through
41; 40 hours weekly. Good working
17'copies of the Ledger & Times.
including or supplemented
out, cedar
I:
conditions, good tips. No phone
ANOTHER HOUSE IN Almo is the two, bedroom, brick
lined closets, air conditioning, freezer sized utility,
Please bring by the Ledger &
The WI' keel, COrrting in.
we .41:.
by course in typing.
paved
Sae
have listed. This also boasts a big lot and the price.i
calls. Apply Colonial House
drive, carport, and in excellent condition. It too
your SAFA InSurwica
Times Office, 103 North 4th
Minimum of three full
ncludes
is only 1L:
A
agent
about Health insurance
drapes and T.V. Antenna.
blocks from shopping center.
Smorgasbord.
Street.
09C
years of experience in full
TFNC
Elk
time paid employment with
wANT
TO
IN THE DEXTER COMMUNITY is the house
A REAL HONEY with that private room
LADIE
BUY
60 acre or more
S EARN $600.00 for
moderately
and three out- V.
away from
difficult
tendable farm, anywhere in
buildings, plus a good fenced-in garden spot
everyone,can be used as den study, office, or guest
clerical and typing work.
and a small ;1 Christmas in your spare time.
bedroom.
county, prefer west of town.
stock lot. The house has storm windows and
The entire house has just been completely re-d
Choose your own hours. Call Mrs.
doors and a
ecorated and
111,144/ 210 E. Main
Phone 762-2557.
i besides the private room-it has two bedroo
fireplace. This is priced at only 810,500.00.
Doran, 753-8970 between 2 and 5
05C
ms, living room.
It
Ali" kitchen and dining area, and big utility.
ti. for appointments.
753-0489
NOTICE
05C
Has a spacious lot
NoTIcE
'40 with garden spot and is located near
THE IDEAL HOME FOR any type of family is
the only way
all
schools
.
Most
4..1 desirable of all is the low interest
!iti WOMEN
to discribe the house on Highway 94 East. This
EXPERIENCED in the
, transferable loan!
is a brick
borne on an extra large lot. The price is right and
recovering of silk lampshades.
the location
WE HAVE SOME RE Al.(00D BUYS OUTSI
and house good.
Call 753-7531.
DE OF TOWN.
05C
Especially this extra nice three bedroom
brick in Meadow
Green Acres. It is carpeted, has central heat,
GET SETTLED INTO THAT NEW BUSINESS before the
air conBOOKKEEPER;
FULL
ditioning, built in appliances. , large
first of the year This is a rural grocery with gas pumps that
ceramic bath, living
charge. One capable of running
room and utility plus garage. It's on an
doing
is
good
a
busines
s. Check with us for the details and
extra large lot and is
complete office. Double entry,
priced to sell at only 112Z000.00.
prim. You will be pleasantly surprised'
payroll taxes, trial balance.
HREIhGasHTaS11, this
Possible construction, but not
built-ins,be
beautiful three bedroom, two
the
necessary. Send complete
80 Minutes Each OUTSIDE Or _TOWTI.and in excellent
41-0 00 •
throughout,
JUST
central heat and air, large carport and
condition. This "P.: resume and salary expected to
..pui
./ J
ca is only one
tlirie bedroom frame hotsaa on an extra
•
•
large lot can be
and located on extra large lot
P.O. Box.998, Paris,Tenyours for only 821.500 04
ift?0 Roll
nessee,
Ottober8C
SERVICES OFFEREW,--

LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
gravel. Phone 474October29C
2'13.

* Help Wanted *
Reliable person to keep the Nursery
at Corvette Lanes from 9 a.m. thru
12:00 Friday mornings.1

There will be 8 to 10 children who
range from -ages 2 to 6' years:''
PHONE 753-2202

Happy Ad

TRAIN

STORE
MANAGEMENT

Cold weather, snowy streets hard to drive, these-are all factors which will be S.
0: upon us before we know it. Why not move to.a house where you can walk to k
03
w the grocery and shopping center? You can find it today at Roberts Realty.
:$07.

/

i

Ir

tram-grocery,

When You're
Laid Up...

A

Ronnie Ross

ot;

•

•
•
TAPE SPECIALS •
•

INth
ha GRhOouVseE.

BESIDES THE MENTIONED PIECES OF REAL ESTATE,
we have many listings including city lots, lake
property and business property. Let us assist you in
all of your Real Estate needs.

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying Selling - Appraising - Managi
ng

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE . .
SEE

12th & Sycamore
Office Phone 753-1651

•
•
•
•
• * BLANK TAPES FOR REC
•
ORDING-*
•
• It Track • Reel-to-Rea-ea- $1.00
•
•4
& 120 Minute Recording Time •
Cassette
•
eactiTst99
• Tapes 8 Track Prelecorded
•
•
•
Others
•
2t°'5.00
•
•
Casset
Tapes te Pre-Recorded
each $2.89
•
•
•
•
•
• - BIG SELECTION OF TAPE CASES •
* SALE ON TVs and STEREOS * •
(Only Curtis

EXPERIENCED SERVICEMAN
:
8
: full time.Phone 753-6129.
09C
:
an.
:

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our appreciation to the many friends,
neighbors and relatives who sent
flowers and food and helped in
the home during the -passing of
our dearly loved husband and
father. We also thank Bro.
Hayward Roberts for his kind
expressions and all who assisted
in any way, also Mr. Max
Churchill.. Your kindness was
very much appreciated and May
God bless each one.
The family of Mr. Grant•
Higgins.
1TP

• •

BROKERS HOME PHONE-

• 10:Ir ,
- ,Vr•tar.

Ray Roberts
Lela Reed Parker

.7535533
753-6086

Hoyt Roberts
T. C. Collie

-Mathes Has The 4 Full Year Parts
Warranty)•

753-3924
753-5122

rysi CONTROL
-

•

FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call•
SuperiOr Exterminating COMpany. 753-7266.
TFC

Be Wise and Buy From A Servicing Dealer

•
•
•

TV SERVICE'CENTER•!
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

Central Shopping Center

•

Phone 753-5865g,•

t•••••••••••••••••••••..“_••••••••0
4,"

•••••••••••
•

,
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IT'S EASY

Just.Dial A
Friendly, Experienced,Ad-Visoult

Mike Your

UNI)
carpet -- e040Em with Blue
tric shampooer
uto home of
t Shop." .04C
mg, white gold
mond setting,
11's Paint Store
erson can have
paying for ad.
05C
, with several
from Dwayne
If found return
's office, Court
04C
ING size pig,
Describe and
2440.
05P

NO1

NOTICE,

Another View

CAIN GULF
UNION '7--6

7

- 600 W. Main Street -

,Yi-tdict‘Azch4eW

zted.c.cs'

„fr

,

4th & Elm

ppy Ad

... and

10-* strzef

•

.
4"1 1.0%,,isooNo

4.
•.

you can't beat the price!!

U
14 011 -AM nefda wood
•122...V Unmet

1) IT HELPS KEEP YOUR MINI? OFF
THE ALA5KAN PIPELINE,"
FOR SALE

* Pink Depression Glass
Cabbage Rows and Other Good Patterns

* Ruby Glass
* China Cabinets, Sideboard
and Other Used Furniture

Willie's Antique & Gift Shop
New Concord
smiles SE of Murray just off Hwy. 121 on 614

1

classifieds
tted by 4
y before

re
aid Up...
Li.

•
For the convenience of the Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County..

The Lana-Fill Hours
thru fdday
7-12-Noon Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starting September 1, 1973

WA Jr front:

ME..•

DEAN
POLARIS 78

FOR SALE

Year's Largest Garage Sale!

,classified
regular
submitted
day before

Phone 753-6129

DEAN Means QUality Tires

• CI

NT furnished
ficiency apartan. Phone 75306P

l'OR SALE

Prices Good at...

p;

W#A

FOR SALE

FOR sALE

le calf, weighs
575 lbs. Call
05C

ING
INES

THURSDAY--OCTOBER 4, 1973

Dates: October 5th, 6th, & 7th
Ttine: 8:30 di dark
Place: Turn off 1.21 South of.NcwCOISSard at Mt.
Cannel
Church, then follow signs Phone: 436-2196
To Sell or Trade:
1966 Pontiac AC, PS, Snow Tires
Garden Tractor & 2 Trailers and Dozer Blade
Sears 106cc AAotorcycle
Cement Mixtr C moter-• rawer Tongue
Sears "Best" Zig Zag Sewing Machine
Maytag Washer
•
-Brand New 5 hp Air Cooled Gasoline Engine
"Antique" Pot Belly Stove
Heavy Duty Adding Machine
2 New Portable Typewriters
Camping Bottle Gas Stove and other
Camping Equipment
Apartment Size Gas Stove
1 Gas Bottle
2 complete Snack Sets (Crystal, China)
Gun Rack
Electric Refrigerator
Double Porcelain Sink and Faucets
3.. Box Springs & Mattress

350.00
330.00
175 00
150.00
150.00
130.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
1000 each
10.00
10.00
10.00
10_00 each
7.00
5.00
5.00

5.30

LOTS OF FISHING EQUIPMENT-Moist of It brand
Huge Variety of Plastic Worms, 2 cents each
Plus Clothes, Furniture, and Much More!!!

74 Monday

SEWING MACHINE prices
reduced on every machine hi the
store at your local Singer Sewing
Machine Dealer Murray Sewing
tenter in the Belaire Shopping
Center.
04C

FORD One-row corn picker,
dug type, rubber tire type grain
bed. John Deere Manure
spreader and tractor harrow, 4354615.
Ogt

OE'on
SAFT HILT

Full 4-Ply Polyester Cord
Tubeless Whitewalls

TIRES

Fed.

Size

Tar

B78x13
C78x13
E78x14
F78x14
G78x14
H78x14
G78x15
H78x15
L78x15

Fiber Glass Belted
G78x14 White
F78x14 White

$21°'
$2062

Steel Belted

$275'
----tc“-ts-- $2651
F78x14
$2491
H78x15

'Iii' 95.96
1.93
16.90
2.22
17.90
2.37
18.80
19.95
2.53
2.75
21.95
'
2.60
19.95
2.80
21.95
3.16
22.95

Price Includes FREE MOUNTING
and BALANCING.
Exchange
•
See Our Complete Line - Cdinfoacts thru
Wide 60" Series Size

Buy individual priced tires

CARPORT SALE, Thursday,
IB
p ICYCLE, 10 speed, good con- Friday
Why pay for a larger size tire when
and Saturday, 1629
dition. $65.00 call 753-1534 after 5 Hamilton,
9:00-a.m.-6:00 p.m.
The City of Murray Street Departrnent will pick up
you need a smaller size
.m.
05P Trinkets and several selections of
brush and trash at the crib on all streets north of Main
salt and pepper shakers.
Street the week of October 8th, and south of Main Street
05C
MASTER CHARGE * BANK AMERICARD * SUPERCARD
the week of October 15th. To insure trash being picked up,
FOR SALE-AQUARIUMS
ONE
5000
it must be placed on the crub y Monday of the pick-up
BTU
Air
conditioner,
29 Gallon
10 Gallon
chest of drawers, razor, table,
week, as time will not permit any street to be run more
20 Gallon Long
combination, bread box and
than once. This is the only schedule planned for this year.
Lamp Aquarium
canister set and 1969 Astro-glass
Call Bob Kidston
boat equipped for bass fishing.
753-8768
RECIEVE FREE service or RUMAGE SALE, clothing for
Call 753-8407.
04C
inspection on any type of vacuum men women and children
BATTERIES
$8.95
to
$14.05.
Any
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob Saturday, October 6, 1973, at
MEDITERRANEAN
couch,
13yar at your local Kirby Vacuum American Legion Hall from 8 car, discount to dealers. Atomic newly upholstered. Makes a bed.
Batteries,
401 North 4th. Murray
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359 a.m. to 1 p.m.
See at 644 N.4th Extended. 04C
05C 753-8572.
November 5C
day or night.
October10C
MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on NEED MONEY Sale, bargains, HUNTERS! FISHERMEN! Need FIRE WOOD for sale. Phone
753REGISTERED DASCHUND NEW BRICK home nine miles all 1973 recreational vehicles. junk, trinkets, and treasurers, a winch for your Volkswagen this 0381.
010C
TOUR ENGLAND, Europe,
T.L. Asphalt Paving
puppies, (two females). Phone north of Murray, just off 641. Example: 27' Fifth Wheel wigs, electric guitar and am- winter!' Attaches to car quickly
Hawaii, or Holy Land, $368.00 up. -Driveways -Parking areas
Large living room with fire place, Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained - plifier. Nice race car outfit for and easily. Completely un- BOY'S CLOTHING, sizes 8 and
492-8640 after 5 p.m.
04C
For more information write
built in range, double carport, $4,330. 20' MotorHorne, 6 sleeper, Christmas present. Dresser and noticeable. Will fit other cars or 10. Girl's clothing, sizes 5 and
Repairs
6.
Whoesale Tours, 308 Hospital
CAMPER TOPPER, panelled large utility room, carpet Chevrolet chassis, self contained headboard, lots of other things. trucks with adaptors. $55.00 or One girl's coat, size 10. Phone 489Phone 247-7201 anytime
Drive, Princeton, Ky. (502-365$7,836.
These
are
just
two
throughout.
of
the
437-4521
or
437Bargains, Hurry, Hurry, Hurry. best offer. Phone 753-1556 after 2643 or 753-7700.
All work guaranteed, free and insulated, $175.00. Call
06C
3334),
04C
04C many units that must go. No October 5 and 6, 10 till dark. 706 5:00mp.m.
06P
George James at 492-8410. 08C 4195.
trade ins at these low,low prices. Olive, Murray,Ky.
7 H.P. RIDING lawn mower,
05C
JUNIOR'S CLOTHES-Size 11- Sale starts Friday September 23.
MOBILE HOME- 1972, 12'x60', Briggs & Stratton motor, new
WIMMINSMIEMW
NEW REMINGTON 666 portable
Open 7 days a week through
two bedrooms, all electric, tires, perfect condition. Upright
iINSURANCE 1
HOMEOWN- typewriter, also 110 pounds of 13. Formals, party dresses, and
3-PARTY
furnished or unfurnished. Phone Hoover
ERS, farmowners, mobile lifting weights. Call 753-9364. 05C everyday wear. Like new. For October.
vacuum
cleaner;
information, phone 489-2690, Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser7534744.
homes, automobiles, low rates,
06C Shetland floor polisher and rug
vice
"Your
complete
RV
after 5:00 p.m.
06NC
shampooer; 34 baby crib,
excellent claim service. See us
1620 Magnolia
Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
YARD SALE, 515 South 7th complete with mattress, perfect
before you buy. Galloway InDawson Road, Princeton, Ky. Sat., Oct. 6 9:30-5:30 Street, Friday and
surance & Realty, phone 753Saturday, condition. Phone
71,1'x10als' STEEL bed for 1 ton
436-2310
365-5082
October29C
.itisfy ing & slenderirinc
Sporting Equipment, October 5 and 6, 10:00 a.m. till anytime.
5842.
truck. Also three year old filly.
06P
October25C
egetahle Plate. Only 89
Furattare, Drapes, A p- 6:00 p.m. Air conditioner,
Typewriter, just like new. Phone 1971 TORONADO house trailer,
rents.
4354312.
05C gas, two bedroom, 12 by 52, - Waimea, MO'. Suits, bedroom suite, old treadle sewing GIRL'S CLOTHES, sue-IF-10. ---Tria le Ian.
Ladles Clothing, Baby
machine, old clothing, many Dresses, ,slacks, sweaters and
$3800.00 good condition. Phone
Cotbes, Household Items, more small items.
06C coats. Some new. Phone 753437-4788,
AKC
or 437-4195.
REGISTERED poodle
FRIGIDAIRE
AUTOMATIC
Bedspreads.
4768.
06C
washer. Seven years old, good puppies, also young breed dog.
ASSORTED POTTED plants. 75
Phone
753-6379.
,
06C YAMAHA 175cc Enduro. Ex- EXTRA NICE
running condition. Reasonable.
10 x 52, 2 bedroom cents,* $1.00. Fern, jades, lemon AKC REGISTERED two year old
at the
Phone 753-7230.
cellent conditon. 2,800 miles. Liberty mobile home,Au eke_ trees, pepper plants and many red cocker spaniel. Phone 43706C
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua Helmet included. Phone 489-2883 tric, air-condition
010?
ed. Call 474- others. Saturday' October 6,9: I 4417.
USED ZENITH TV in good puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy or 489-2639.
04c a.m.-5:00 p.m., 1615 Martins
04NC 2257.
poddles, parakeets, fish and
condition,$25.00. Call 753Chapel Road, off of South 16th 1958 FARMALL tractor 200
0657.
05C supplies. Phone 753RACING BIKE, 10 speed. Fish STUDIO COUCH, in perfect Street.
06C series, new tires. Good condition.
1862
October'IC Hawk depth finder, Waller condition,call 753-8766.
Phone 435-3191
06C
1971 250cc Ossa motorcycle, 1972
temperature and depth gauge,
°5C VOLKSWAGEN
VAN-1970,
175cc Ossa motorcycle. Phone REMOVE carpets paths and trolling motor, Marlin 35 Caliber THIS
SPOT, that spot traffic 10,800 BTU air conditioner. SPINET PIANO may be seen-in
753-5699.
09C spots; fluff beaten down nap with lever action rifle. 7mm Mauser
too, removed
s ed
mpoo
wood stove. Phone 436- your area. Reliable gersons in, 5384
withBigBluKeFraitlin
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1. rifle with scrope, couch, 4 piece Lustre
010P terested in small balance and low
-- Plus
sectional couch turquoise cheap Belaire Shopping Center.
G.E. RECORD player and stereo Kwilt-Pik Market, Five Pointpayments may write to
06C
s.
06C 753-7140., after 5:00 p.m.
sale. Lay away for Christmas
05C
FOR SAI,E
AXTENTION BARGAIN hunters, Richardson Music Company,
now. Model V-211, Regular
Chapter 4 of
ITC
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked a two family moving garage sale Poplar Bluff, Mo.
12 x 60 MOBILE Home, three $18.95-sale price $16.88. Modlel
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 at 1100 Berkshire Court in
bedroom, bath and half, un- V-639, Regular $34.95--sale price
years. For free detailed estimate Gatesborough on October 4, 5, FRYING SIZE roosters, $1.00
furnished. Call 753-3766 after 6 $24.88. Model V-936, Regular
phone Atkins Gutter Service, and 6 from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. each. Phone 489-21/1 after 7:00
p.m.
06C 655.95-sale price $44.88. Model
Murray,7534407 or 753Bargains in home furnishings, P•m•
09P
V-946, Regular $59.95--sale price
Circle eof First Christian Church will have a: 8992.
OctoberlOC clothing, encyclopedias, variety
1971 HONDA 350 Scrambler, very $47.88: Model T-361, Regular'
of accessories.
05C DRESSES, PANTS, skirts,
OneSale
good condition, Blue, call 753- $79.95--sale price 559.38. Roby
sweaters and coat. Sizes 10 and
60811. Make offer.
04C Sales, Highway 63, Benton,
12's, 753-2750.
05C
Kentucky.
November2C
BREAKFAST set with two extra
BABY BED, stroller, play pen,
leaves. 6 chairs, $25.00. Call 753- 24 CHANNEL CB super magg.
dressing table. Call after 5 p.m.
Owner
Must
Sacrifice
Due
5429.
04C Pole, Co-ax 6125.00. Nearly new
753-0061.
05C
portable'chord organ 645.00. 474
To
Rod
Health
2757.
1316 OLIVE
04C •
ONE USED ID .speed bike, 4
•
COMPACT' VACUUM clearier,▪ 10
Both business and location are :mike.
months old. $50.00. Call 753gallon aqdarium and accessories,
8:00 A.M. • 12:00 Noon
TOMATOES, pick your own, call •
0799.
04C
Terms can be arranged-Call 753-4342
roller T.V. cart, 9 by 10 gold
753-6235 after 5:30.
06C
carpet, eight place setting of
All Proceeds - Comprehensive Care Center
Lennox China, Lambert lawn
'CEMENT MIAER, 8 cubic foot COLOR T.V. Console RCA 23,
,
for Mental Health
sweeper Call 753-6183 after
PTO operated. take new. A real inch, spring and mattress, high
••••••••••••••.
,
502 Maple Street
4:30
bargain. Phone 753-3280.
05C chair. Phone 7534485.
09C
04C

NOTICE

CAIN GULF

#01

753-5862

((

ming In. Si.
ance s.pnt
Insurance

nie Ross
10 E. Main
753-0489
•••00

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
99 •
•
00 •
•
me •
•
99 •
•
00
89 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
ran •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5865,1,
ty)

R

•
•••0

Exchange
Price

Queenie
Bee
Matinee

GARAGE SALE

Saturday
1-3

05301i;titi

"DESTINATION
MOON"

"MANHUNT ON
MYSTERY ISLAND"

.••••••••...••••••4
t GARAGE SALE •

Get Your

FREE

Ticket from

Sat. Morning, Oct. 6
Household and Clothing
Garage_ of Mrs. HolardTitsworth

ms.e.

RESTAURANT FOR SALE

ago)

•. Tucker Real Estate

••,0

„art-7;

•
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Rescue
Deaths and hirisdictional Priitileme
_
Complicate Acti▪on in Case•
Funerals L Against Suspects In Murders•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Paul Maggard's
"Jurisdictional problems” are
action
legal
'complicating
Mother Dies At
against two men accused of
killing six people after their esCumberland Home : cape from the federal building

1

The miner. Buford Clayton,
waketit oftfriiin fCHàWrióiIers
and trapped .Saturday by a fire
that apparently started with a
short circuit in a mining machine then spread quickly to
timber supports and surrounding coal.
Rescue workers faced heat.
Nmoke. roof falls and dangerous
gases in the four day attempt
tOfind ClaYton. It was hoped he

EWING TIRE SERVICE'S

WINTER TIRE
SALE
* Buy First Tire at Regular
Price—Buy Second at lh
Price!!
F.E.T. $1.83 to
$3.13 Per Each Tire

G78-14

J78-15

let at
Reg.
Price
820.95*
22.95
23.95
24.95
26.95
28.95
30.95
29.95
31.95
33.95
35.95

Buy 2nd
At

•

$10.48 *
11.48
11.98
12.48
13.48
14.48
15.48
14.48
15.98
111.98
17.98

F78-14

The same tire that
comes on many
new 1974 cars.

i'!1! • :111.st2..i4per trre I
and old tire

Jhib

*6
Months

MEDIUM CARS
Sizes

miseisse

G78-14, 15
H78-14. 15

$
•

1 25

WI

Se
Hen
mut
Rus

CUM

SOIr

WOU

Plus $2.61 to'-i;2.9f; per tire P. E.T.
and old tire

*No
Mu body ulles of

POLYESTER
FIBERGLASS
Double

LARGE CARS

tha
pot(
he
it

Sizes J18-14, 15
L78-15

110
you

Or r

bituairtroad

Whitewalls

cr, ,t,, 53.31 per
indakItire

r

We
Eat
job
of r
Bui

Save On 4-Ply Polyester Cnrd Whitewalls
ALL FIRST QUALITY — NOT BLEMISHED
One Low Price in Each Group
• 12/32" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
• .85 White Sidewall

A78-13
C78-13
C78-14
E78-14

F78-14
G78-14
G78-15

1178-14
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

11.83 to 13.13

Everynight Shampoo

8 ot

We
stake
one,
next
was
any
stak(
winU
plea
the e

con
Jon,
spri

* Plus F.E.T.

Everynight Long Hair
Conditioner

MOW

We

To Pay

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
Herb -Balsam -Lemon
Rainwater Soft Rinse $
1 00
12or

have
lookir
that(
know
a cob
like,

ficul
then
thou
Jon(
Chig
Jone
bloc
neec
mar
feet]

Sores E78-14

DELUXE
CHAMPION*
SUP-R-BELt

The
Came

full b

Price

SMALL CARS

515 Main St.
Mon.-Sat 8-5:30
Friday 8-8

E78-14

• 17/32" Tread Depth
• Rayon Belted or
4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
• .85 inch White Sidewall

* Plus

(With Approved Credit)

Ar
Re

Son
they
Allbri
that s
as she
nice a

I

Charge

nowilem

B)

Open This Friday Nigh, Until 8:00 p.m.
for Your Convenience (This -Friday Only)

Finance

_ _tient

SE

Buy from October 4-October 15 and SAVE $$$

*No
Money
Down

-C

A?
Rober
was hi
robbei
city p
ning. '
Paglie
the ro
The
city p
sday.

Union Rejects Pact
At Ingersoll-Rand

Funeral Planned
For Retired Dean
Of Western Today

had reached an area where he
could blockade himself off from
the fire.
Mine and. ggymnent sal%
ciats said in a statement
Wednesday they -deemed-11
"prudent to discontinue underground fire fighting arid fight
the fire from the surface.
W A Brandt. of Chicago, who
owns the 1') ro Mining Co. operation along with .lames H Riley of Madisonville, said holes

We've Slashed The Prices On
Every Tire In Stock For This Sale!!

Mrs. Mollie Curd
Dies Wednesday At
Mayfield Hospital -

WMU Conference To
Be Held On Tuesday
At Cherry Corner

the elder Brandt told the Clsfy.1 _
ton family Wednesday that rescue attempts had failed.
are being drilled to the fire
Clayton livectnear Manikin in
area and the section will
Hopkins Counly:He had beeri a
with
water.
flooded
miner for 25 years, working
The mine will later be
_Nivea pf those year: undea_
pumped di-3', Brandt said, and
rquitel, mainly for the Pyro
wtten It is safe -to do-so,-sear-- mine,
chers will enter to look for
t'layton's body
FREE PUPPY
Braridt's son, William E.
Puppy,three months old, with
Brandt, said "It will be five
weeks before we can begin all shots, is free to someone for
a pet. For information call 753looking for the body."
Mine Supt. Paul Sullivan and 7271.

Efforts End For Trapped Miner

AP - Officials -have- call& off a search
for a '54 year-old co
a) miner
trpppe4 for
five
dals
nearly two miles in from the
'
11- Western Kent°The Barnes family car was--entrance
lucky coal mine.
found at the motel, police said.
hav explored.every av_. -Wepossiblee
Before they escaped, the two enue
a4d we have dewere being held by marshals termined he could not have surfor an appearance in VS. Dis- vived." Kentucky Mines and
trict Court.
Minerals Commissioner BarSloan laced an auto theft reld Kirkpatrick said Weelnes.
charge and Scott was charged
by federal officials with kidnaping.
ComCounty
Fayette
monwealth's attorney Pat Molloy, bi charge- of proceedings
against the Scott and Sloan in
the Lexington cases, said he is
not certain where they will be
tried first.
He said they might have to
be tried on the federal charges
on which they originally were
held.
"We're definitely running into
jurisdictional problems," Molloy said Wednesday, "I don't
know how long it will be before
we decide what to do.
"There are so many officials
involved in this thing."

Mrs. H.P. (Susie) Maggard, al Lexington.
Wilmer E:Scott,.15, of Chatmother of Paul Maggard of
eiWiUiam
tanoogwe
-Murray died _,..-sucklealy-:.-$/44are
nesday afternoon at her haute-in Sloan, 24, or Loorivint
being held at the State
' Cumberland. Her
facMaggard, died March 20,‘ Penijaiiiiary atEddyville,
inta,timititiiik of chargel•in,
1959.
Funeral services win,be_bebo--tind relatalto, the killings.
The Alayings occurred beSaturday at eleven a.m, at j
time the men esBlair Chapel at Cumber J in tiv(n the
be in caped from the U.S. Marshall's
Harlan County. Bur'
and the time
Maggard Family 'Cemetery cellblock Monday
Tuesday
there. Friends may call'at the they were arrested
.some 35 miles north at Fort
" ard bun*
-magg
the
Mrs. Maggantis survived by Thomas, Ky., just across
Cincinnati,
seven.- sons, • Paul of Murray, Ohio River from
Bruce of Lexington. Ernest, Ohio.
Warrants sworn at Lexington
Elmer, Billy, Jack, and Clyde,
and Sloan with
all of Cumberland; three charge Scott
Rev. Jetui K.
daughters, Mrs. Cecil Cornett, murdering the
children, Franand
his
Barnes
Mrs.
and
!WS. Charles Hollin,
John, 14, at their
Ray Kirby, all of Curnberland. cine, 18, and
home.
Also surviving are several
The two are also charged Almo Parent-Teacher
grandchildren including Ted
housebreaking, armed robwith
Maggard and Mrs. Charles
bery of each victim, and the Club To Meet Monday
(Candy) Jenkins, both of
rape of Francine.
Murray) and several great
The Almo Parent-Teacher
Other warrants charge each
grandchUdren including Mitzi
two with abducting Mrs. Club will hold its regular
Maggard, Shelly Rae Maggard, of the
Robert Ewalt of Lexington, ille- meeting on Monday, October 8,
Chris Jenkins, and Cathy,
entering her home and at seven p.m. at the school.
gally
Jenkins, all of Murray.
stealing various items, inPlans for the fall festival to be
cluding a .22 caliber rifle, from -held on Saturday, October 27, at...
the house.
theschool will be completed.
Mrs. Ewalt was seized and
Following the business
driven to her home Monday by meeting parents will have the
two men who fled in her car, opportunity to visit the
leaving her tied up along with classrooms to see their
two of her children.
children's work and talk with
Mrs. Mollie Curd of Hazel
Her car was found at the their
teachers, a' FTC
died Wednesday at seven p.m. Barnes home when police dis- spokesman said.
at a Mayfield Hoapttal. She was covered the bodies of the minis92 years of age.
ter and his children.
The deceased is survived by
Scott and Sloan are also
two daughters, Mrs. Jewel charged in Pendleton County
Malcolm of Detroit, Mich., and with the murders of Monroe
Mrs. Laura Holland of Murray and David Sizemore of Hyden
Route Four; four sons, T.G. and Elva Harper of Falmouth,
Members of Local 2523, InCurd and Gardner Curd, both of the night clerk at Fisher's MoHazel Route Two, John Curd of tel where the Northern Ken ternational Association of
zmachinists and Aerospace
Evansville, Ind., and Sid Curd tucky slayings took place.
Workers, Wednesday rejected a
of Rockford, Ill.; several
work contract with Ingersollgreat
grandchildren and
Rand of Mayfield during a
grandchildren.
meeting held at the ACWA Hall
Funeral arrangements are
in Mayfield.
incomplete, but the Miller
A union spokesman said the
Funeral Home of Hazel will
vote against the contract was
the
charge
of
have
arrangements.
The Woman's Missionary "overwhelming."
Some 150 members of Local
7Mon of the Blood River
2523 struck Ingersoll-Rand on
Baptist Association will have a
Sept. 13 following one month of
Mission Study Institute on
Tuesday, October 9, at seven negotiations.
p.m. at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church near Murray. Murray Art Guild Will
Mrs. Pete Carlisle of Kirksey,
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP)- A funeral was planned WMU director, said "How To" Sponsor Workshop Here
here today for Dr. Finley conferences for the Foreign
The Murray Art Guild will
Grise, a retired dean at the for- Mission Graded Series to be sponsor a workshop at the Guild
mer Western Kentucky State taught in November will be on North 6th Street, Murray,
College, now Western Kentucky held. Conferences for each age starting Monday, October 8,
level will be held, the president
University,
from two to four p.m. with
Dr. Grise died last week at said.
Ralph Bagley of Orlando, Fla.,
All
women
of
all
churches
in
the age of 87. He was dean of
as the instructor.
Calloway
and
Marshall
faculties at the state college
Bagley will give instructions
from 1927 to 1959, and was hon- Counties are urged to attend, in, principles of color and
ored in 1967 with the dedication Mrs. Carlisle said.
composition for all medlas,
of Finley G. Grise hall.
presenting techniques and
The building houses Bowling Wranglers Riding Club
serving as a critique.
Green College of Business and Schedules
Participating artists may
Trail Ride
Public affairs.
attend any number of sessions
The Wranglers Riding Club
and it is not necessary to attend
will have trail rides at the
Temple Hill Lodge Will
them all, a Guild spokesman
Wranglers Campground in the
said.
Meet On Saturday Night Land Between the Lakes on Interested persons may call
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. 753-3505,
436-5340, or 436-5486 for
Temple Hill Lodge No, 276
Schedule of the rides will be at information.
Free arid Accepted Masons will
8:30 a.m. and two p.m. on both
meet in regular communication
Saturday and Sunday.
NUMBER NOT TOLL FREE
on Saturday,October 6,at seven
A telephone number, reported
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog to be "toll free," which has been
Fellowcraft degree. All Master Market Report Includes 9 circulating around Murray for
several days is in fact, not a toll
and Fellowcraft Masons are Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 388 Est. 500 free number and persons who
invited.
Barrows and Gilts $1.25 higher call the number will be billed
RUMMAGE SALE
Sows steady.
for the call, according to Dewey
The Murray State Student US 2-3 200-230 lbs., 41.50-41.75 Yates, local South Central Bell
Horne Economics Club will US 2-4 200-240 lbs.,-41.00-41.50 manager.
sponsor a rummage sale in the US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 40.50-41.00
The number, which is to a
old Belks building on the west US 3-4 260-280 lbs.,.40.00.40.50 firm in Kansas City, is 816-756side of the court square in Sows
3838 and has been purported to
downtown Murray on Saturday, US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 37.00-38.00 give useful information via a
October 6, from 6:30 a.m. to two US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 36.00-37.00 tape recording. The recording is
p.m. Persons having items to US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 35.00-36.00 actually an advertisement for a
donate call 762-3387 by Friday. Boars 30.00-35.00
photo studio, Yates said.
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EWING TIRE SERVICE

808 Coldwater-Road

Near 5 Points
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. i:30-5:301
Saturday 7:30-5:00
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